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Abstract
Educational policy-makers are placing increasing emphasis on testing. All this energy devoted to standardized
educational assessment presents a great opportunity for improving instructional decision-making, if testing
programs can provide instructionally meaningful results quickly. Traditional educational assessments usually
treat the assessed domain as a single construct, and correspondingly use a unidimensional latent variable model
to represent student knowledge on the target domain. However, a single global score for student achievement
is likely useful only for the coarsest of educational decisions. To be most useful for teachers’ instructional de-
cisions, an educational test needs to provide detailed diagnostic information about students. While diagnostic
assessment models do exist (such as Diagnostic Classification Models and, to a smaller extent, Multidimen-
sional Item Response Theory), most tests that use these models ignore the structure of the sub-domains they
diagnose, either treating them as independent or arbitrarily correlated. But, testing efficiencies may be avail-
able if the structural relationships between sub-domains are modeled explicitly. These structural relationships
include pre-requisite relationships (learning ‘A’ is required to learn ‘B’) and hierarchical relationships (both ‘A’
and ‘B’ are concepts within the larger field of ‘X’). Graphical modeling (e.g., Bayesian networks and structural
equation models) provides a convenient and intuitive way to represent and model these structural relationships
explicitly. This dissertation investigates the use of graphical knowledge models for educational assessment in
four parts: First, the existing literature on the use of Bayesian networks in educational assessment is thor-
oughly reviewed, identifying paths for future research. Second, a graphical knowledge model is developed for
the domain of an operational curriculum-linked assessment (exams for a university physics course in classi-
cal mechanics), providing an authentic example of model development and use. Third, recovery of network,
item, and person parameters for tests based on graphical knowledge models is investigated via simulation to
guide certain practical questions in field-testing and calibrating such models for educational assessments. Fi-
nally, graphical knowledge models are placed in a Computerized Adaptive Testing context, and performance
of a mutual information-based item selection criterion is investigated when the item bank provided different
levels of information for different sub-domains.
For the physics exam, all pathmodels fit the item responses better than a unidimensional model and amulti-
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dimensional model that treated all sub-domains as independent. Both an expert-derived model for sub-domain
relationships and a linear model that connected sub-domains in the order in which they were taught exhib-
ited adequate model fit, though the linear model performed slightly better than the expert-derived model. The
parameter recovery study found that the precision of person and path parameters depend on where the param-
eter sits in the network: Sub-domains with many descendants benefit from additional information provided
by items for their descendants’ sub-domains, particularly as the strength of the relationships increases. Sub-
domains with many parents and few or no descendants may need greater numbers of items to achieve similar
measurement precision. Moreover, the parameter recovery study demonstrated that network structures may
be investigated with very modest test and sample sizes (3 items per sub-domain and 300 examinees), though
larger samples are required for precise item and person parameters. Finally, the restricted mutual information-
based item selection criteria investigated successfully equalized precision across sub-domains in item banks that
provided more information for some sub-domains than others, and the three alternative forms of the restricted
criteria performed similarly.
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Chapter 1
Graphical Knowledge Models: The State of the Field
1.1 Introduction
Over the last half-century, public policy-makers across the world have been increasingly scrutinizing their pub-
lic education systems, and the accountability systems they institute require educators to demonstrate that they
have achieved desired educational goals (e.g., Glenn & de Groof, 2005; Leithwood, Edge, & Jantzi, 1999). These
accountability systems frequently and increasingly rely on high-stakes educational assessments tomeasure quan-
titative educational outcomes associated with public goals (Ryan & Shepard, 2008). In a high-stakes environ-
ment with the prestige (or continuity!) of schools and the compensation (or employment!) of teachers on the
line, teachers face greater pressures to deliver efficient, effective instruction to students. Part of instructional
efficiency includes providing students with instructional material that is relevant to the educational content
they have not yet mastered, and not providing instructional material that is redundant with content they know.
While teachers currently have some systems in place to gauge what their students know, they could poten-
tially benefit in time and energy savings from detailed, relevant information provided by new assessment tools.
However, most of today’s educational assessments, and particularly those already in place as a part of account-
ability systems, provide only high-level information about broad educational domains (such as mathematics,
reading, science, etc.). If measurement models are going to be useful to teachers for rapid, targeted educational
response, they will need to provide analysis of student achievement on a variety of sub-domains and with a
modest number of items.
Several classes of models are common choices for providing sub-domain ability estimation, including Mul-
tidimensional Item Response Theory (MIRT; Reckase, 2009) and diagnostic classification models (DCM; e.g.,
Rupp, Templin, & Henson, 2010). However, most of these models leave the structure of the under-lying la-
tent abilities unspecified, and it may be possible to achieve greater measurement precision or better model
parsimony by explicitly modeling sub-domain relationships. Bayesian networks (BN) serve as one means for
modeling these relationships. While BN have received only modest attention in the educational measurement
community, they have been used extensively in the artificial intelligence community as student models for in-
telligent tutoring systems (ITS). Given the successes in using BN for student modeling in automated tutoring,
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Figure 1.1: Example Bayesian Network. Circles represent latent variables, and boxes represent manifest variables. Arrows
represent conditional dependencies. Variables at the tail end of an arrow are the “parents” in the dependency pair, and variables at the
head end of the arrow are the “children.” For example,B is the parent ofX1 and the child ofA.
BN have the potential to improve the complexity and sophistication of the measurement models available to
human educators, as well.
1.2 Bayesian Networks
Bayesian networks provide a convenient and intuitive way to specify complex joint probability distributions of
many variables, both observed and latent. A BN consists of an acyclic directed graph and a corresponding set of
conditional probability distributions. In the graph, each node represents a variable, and the edges connecting the
nodes represent relationships between the variables (Fig. 1.1). Pairs of connected nodes are referred to as parents
and children, with directed edges flowing from parents to children. A conditional probability distribution is
specified for each node, given its parents.
The convenience of the BN for specifying joint probability distributions comes from the conditional inde-
pendencies implied by the graph and the corresponding simplification to the general multiplication rule. Two
variables are conditionally independent if no edge connects them, given the other variables in the graph (Al-
mond, DiBello, Moulder, & Zapata-Rivera, 2007; Pearl, 1988). The general multiplication rule gives a joint
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probability distribution as the product of successive conditional probability distributions, for example:
P (A;B;C;X1; X2; X3; X4) = P (A)P (BjA)P (CjA;B)P (X1jA;B;C)
 P (X2jA;B;C;X1)P (X3jA;B;C;X1; X2)
 P (X4jA;B;C;X1; X2; X3):
However, due to the conditional independencies implied by the graph, the conditional distribution can be sim-
plified to:
P (A;B;C;X1; X2; X3; X4) = P (A)P (BjA)P (CjA)P (X1jB)
 P (X2jB)P (X3jC)P (X4jC):
Moreover, marginal distributions can be specified simply by recursively taking the product of a node’s condi-
tional distribution and its parents’ conditional distributions, for example:
P (X3) = P (X3jC)P (CjA)P (A):
Thus, complex relationships between many variables can be described through conditional relationships be-
tween much smaller subsets of variables.
Although BN are not intrinsically linked with Bayesian estimation theory and could be used simply as the
specification of joint probability distributions in a frequentist framework, their heavy use of conditional prob-
ability distributions often leads to Bayesian estimation through application of Bayes Theorem. When observed
variables are specified as leaves (nodes with no children of their own) and parents are taken to be priors and
hyper-priors, Bayesian inference on latent variables and parameters can be accomplished by reversing the edge
directions and applying Bayes Theorem. Some take the direction of edges in graphical models to represent
ontological beliefs about the nature of latent variables (Anderson & Yu, 2007; Borsboom, Mellenbergh, & van
Heerden, 2003): Realists draw arrows from latent variables to observed variables because they claim that la-
tent variables exist in the world in a real sense and generate observations. Constructivists, on the other hand,
draw arrows from observed variables to latent variables because they claim that latent variables exist only as
constructions of a humanmind, abstractions from observations. In a BN, however, arrows need only represent
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the conditional specification of the probability distribution for each node, not an ontological claim about the
nature of latent variables. Thus, reversing edge directions constitutes only a rearrangement of the parametric
specification of the joint probability distribution through an application of Bayes Theorem, not a philosophical
flip-flop.
In applications of BN to educational measurement, leaves represent test items or other observed measure-
ments based on examinees’ responses (e.g., measures in complex task-based performance assessments), and
hidden nodes (latent variables) represent cognitive features of the content domain. Items may be connected to
one or more hidden nodes, similar to the Q-matrix in DCM (Tatsuoka, 1983). Edges connecting hidden nodes
encode associations between cognitive states, knowledge, or abilities. A BN may use any probability distribu-
tion as a node’s conditional distribution, and conditional distributions for different nodes are not required to
belong to the same family. For educational assessments, the conditional distributions specified for manifest
variables will usually be familiar IRT models or DCMs. As such, traditional IRT and DCM can be viewed as
special cases of BNwith a single (potentially multidimensional) hidden node. Due to ease of computation, most
applications of BN have used discrete latent variables (often with general multinomial distributions) in order
to avoid numerical integration over many dimensions. However, there is no theoretical restriction to discrete
variables; and advances in computing power and new computational algorithms, such as Markov Chain Monte
Carlo (MCMC; e.g., Patz & Junker, 1999) and Metropolis-Hastings Robins-Monro (MH-RM; e.g., Cai, 2010),
render BN with continuous latent variables more feasible. Structural equation models can be viewed as special
cases of BN with normally distributed continuous latent variables.
1.3 Graph Development
The crux of a Bayesian network is the graph that specifies the conditional relationships between variables.
Obtaining this graph is a non-trivial process that involves a decomposition of the target knowledge domain,
specifying a priori or learning empirically the structural relationships between variables, and potentially refining
or selecting between candidate models.
1.3.1 Decomposition of the Knowledge Domain
The first step toward developing the graph for a Bayesian network involves enumerating the latent variables to
be included as hidden network nodes, as well as their corresponding psychometric constructs. This involves, in
essence, a decomposition of the target knowledge or skill domain into constituent parts, each of which becomes
a node. Bayesian networks for student knowledge can be classified roughly by the size or level of detail of the
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constituent parts.
Low-Level Networks
When a target domain is limited and very well defined, such as mathematics or physics problem solving, mod-
elers may elect to use a fine-grain, low-level network to obtain highly detailed information about students’
cognitive states and processes. In these networks, the constituent parts of the domain are taken to be singular
properties, relationships, rules, or misconceptions of the domain or of the specific problem context, as well as
particular problem-solving steps that combine these beliefs to create new beliefs through logical deduction. For
example, the OLAE (Martin & VanLehn, 1995a, 1995b; VanLehn & Martin, 1997), POLA (Conati & Vanlehn,
1996), and ANDES (Conati, Gertner, & VanLehn, 2002; Conati, Gertner, VanLehn, & Druzdzel, 1997) family
of intelligent tutoring systems decompose Newtonian physics problem solving into rule nodes, context nodes,
strategy nodes, and goal nodes. Rule nodes describe all of the mathematical relationships in Newtonian physics;
context nodes indicate the mathematical propositions about the given problem; and goal nodes represent phys-
ical quantities the student is working toward. Domain-based rules and problem-based context propositions are
combined with “rule application” nodes as parents for new beliefs about the problem. The problem graph is
constructed by an automated problem solver that applies a set of production rules representing all mathemati-
cal relationships in physics to the initial set of given conditions, enumerating all of the possible (logically valid)
solution paths for the problem. This results in a large and incredibly complex network with the power to diag-
nose exactly where in the problem-solving the student is likely to be at any point in time, which allows the ITS
to detect when students are stuck and offer an appropriate hint (A. Gertner & VanLehn, 2000; A. S. Gertner,
Conati, & VanLehn, 1998).
Similarly, the COMMET ITS leads medical students in group problem-based learning exercises to diagnose
head injuries (Suebnukarn & Haddawy, 2004). COMMET decomposes medical diagnosis into diagnostic hy-
potheses, application of medical concepts, and three types of injury features—enabling conditions, faults, and
consequences. As students work together to craft hypotheses concerning the diagnosis, COMMET uses the
BN to monitor the relevance and accuracy of the hypotheses, responding with contextualized messages to pro-
mote group discussion, discourage uneducated guessing, and prompt students to fill in missing information
or logical steps. When domains consist of well-defined facts and a relatively small set of deterministic pro-
cedures, low-level networks such as those in ANDES and COMMET can provide highly detailed information
about students’ cognitive processes during problem-solving exercises, allowing instructors to pinpoint specific
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knowledge items students have or have not mastered. While this level of detail may be overwhelming for rou-
tine use by instructors, an ITS can leverage the diagnostic power of themodel to provide timely and contextually
relevant help in the form of hints or training modules.
Mid-Level Networks
A step removed from individual cognitive components, mid-level networks decompose the target domain into
sub-skills, which may be related through learning progressions (one concept is pre-requisite for learning an-
other) or requirements for individual items (several concepts are necessary for completing the given item). For
example, Mislevy (1994) and Vomlel (2004a) have both employed mid-level networks to study tests of fraction
arithmetic. Their models include such sub-skills as addition with a common denominator, multiplication, find-
ing a common denominator, simplification, and conversion between mixed numbers and improper fractions.
Unlike the low-level ANDESmodel, these graphs do not track the specific cognitive paths employed by students
during exercises; rather, they facilitate inference on a student’s overall mastery of given sub-skills, andmay even
determine which alternative strategy student is using (as in Mislevy, 1994).
While mid-level networks tend to have intermediate complexity in terms of number and interconnect-
edness of nodes, they may vary in terms of exactly how specifically their sub-skills are defined. The sub-skills
above represent fairly specific andwell-defined components of the fraction arithmetic domain; however, inHY-
DRIVE (Mislevy & Gitomer, 1996), an ITS for troubleshooting aircraft mechanical systems, the target domain
is divided into relatively broad system knowledge (e.g., canopy knowledge, landing-gear knowledge, electronics
knowledge, etc.), strategic knowledge (the serial elimination and space splitting fault-identification strategies),
and procedural knowledge (electrical tests and use of gauges). Here, the variables do not generally represent
specific cognitive procedures or facts, but small collections of knowledge or skill.
The distinction between mid-level networks and either high-level or low-level networks can be blurred
in some cases. For example, the knowledge model for I-PETER (Read, Bárcena, Barros, & Verdejo, 2002)
decomposes English-language knowledge along three facets: knowledge state (beginner to advanced), learning
phase (mechanical reproduction vs. non-attentive application of language rules and patterns) and linguistic
level (lexical, grammatical, or textual). An intermediate node is then created for each cell of the three-way table
covering the three language-domain facets, leading to a proliferation of nodes seen more often in low-level
networks, but with skill definitions more like those seen in high-level networks.
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High-Level Networks
High-level networks usually have a small number of broadly defined sub-constructs that coarsely partition the
knowledge domain. For example, NetPASS (Levy &Mislevy, 2004) decomposes the computer networking do-
main into variables such as network modeling, design, implementation, and troubleshooting. Similarly, the
Information and Communication Technology Literacy Assessment (Almond, Yan, & Hemat, 2008) includes
only four broad sub-constructs: Create/Communicate, Define/Access, Evaluate, and Manage/Integrate. Tra-
ditional IRT-based assessments can be framed as high-level BNs, and high-level networks may be particularly
useful when test designers already have a coarse partition of the content domain (say, for content balancing pur-
poses) and wish to capitalize on possible performance enhancements from modeling the relationship between
sub-domains, but have no need for highly-detailed information about sub-skills.
Networks Based on Instructional Sequences
When an assessment is closely linked with a particular course, the course’s instructional sequence may be used
to generate the domain decomposition. For example, Butz, Hua, and Maguire (2006) developed a mid-level
network on computer programming for the ITS BITS with 29 nodes based on concepts covered in the course
textbook. Similarly, Levy and Crawford (2009) simply took the 9 chapters of the Networking for Home and
Small Business course as the nodes in a high-level network for a course assessment. Basing an assessment’s graph
on an instructional sequence, such as textbook units, facilitates rapid development of the knowledge model
and resembles the structure of traditional classroom assessments, which are familiar to instructors. Moreover,
instructional sequences can often suggest an initial graphical structure between concept nodes, either in terms
of pre-requisite relationships or simply the order in which students are exposed to concepts.
1.3.2 Granular Hierarchies
The link between the decomposed knowledge domain and instructional sequences suggests another source for
elements of the BN. Often, instructional material is divided into units and sub-units, which form a hierarchy of
knowledge aggregation. These hierarchies may be as simple as a subject-topic-concept organization of course
content (e.g., Millán, Pérez-de-la Cruz, & Suárez, 2000) or may have five or more layers between “big ideas”
and fine-grained skills (e.g., Patterson, 2011). Incorporating these hierarchies into the knowledge model may
improve the utility of an educational assessment by facilitating different kinds of decision-making (Martin &
VanLehn, 1995a). Educational decisions regarding students are made at many different levels, and the level of
the decision affects the type of information gathered to support it (Ikemoto &Marsh, 2007). An instructor may
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need detailed information about student mastery of particular skills to decide whether to re-teach material or
assign follow-up exercises; school-level administrators may be interested in topic- or course-level achievement
to decide whether to assign students to supplementary educational services; regional or national policy-makers
are likely only to be able to use the broadest information about overall student achievement. Currently, most
educational assessments are geared toward providing information optimal for only one of these levels, such
as unidimensional IRT-based assessments for accountability purposes or assessments with skills-based DCMs
for informing instructional decisions. Since assessments designed for one type of decision-making may not be
well suited for other kinds of decision-making, the utility of any particular narrowly-focused test is limited, and
the testing burden on students increases as more assessments are necessary to support the increasing demands
of data-based decision-making at multiple levels. Assessments with knowledge models that integrate granu-
lar hierarchies, on the other hand, have the potential to provide both fine-grain information for immediate
instructional decision-making and rough-grain information for higher-level decision-making with the same
assessment (Martin & VanLehn, 1995a).
Moreover, models with granular hierarchies can facilitate statistically-based content balancing (Collins,
Greer, & Huang, 1996). Often in unidimensional or low-dimensional assessments, test designers impose non-
statistical constraints to ensure that items from across the domain are included for construct validity. Evenwhen
only a domain-wide ability estimate is desired, an assessment that incorporates a hierarchical knowledge model
may be able to reduce the number of non-statistical constraints on item selection by optimizing the information
provided on each of the fine-grain abilities, in addition to the domain-wide ability. In some cases, this could
even provide a stronger result, since selected items would provide strong information not only for the global
ability, but for their respective sub-domain content areas as well; whereas in non-statistical content balancing,
there is generally no guarantee that each content area will be equally informative—only that each content area is
represented by an adequate number of items.
The HYDRIVE knowledge model (Mislevy & Gitomer, 1996) provides an example of a granular hierarchy.
The individual system or procedural skills are aggregated into three general abilities: system knowledge, strate-
gic knowledge, and procedural knowledge. These three general abilities are again aggregated for an overall
proficiency. Higher-order latent trait models (de la Torre & Douglas, 2004) can also be viewed as a BN with a
granular hierarchy. While aggregation relationships are not uncommon in psychometric BNs in practice, little
is known about the optimal number of aggregated levels or the precision of estimates of aggregated abilities. In
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a parameter recovery study for the Information and Communication Technology Literacy Assessment, Almond
et al. (2008) determined that the global proficiency variable did not have adequate precision for reporting pur-
poses. They opted to maintain the hierarchical structure to account for correlations between the four skill-level
proficiencies and to report a composite of the four skill proficiencies. More practical investigation into param-
eter recover and ability estimate reliability is needed for a better understanding of the potential and limitations
of granular hierarchies for supporting multiple levels of decision-making.
1.3.3 Learning Structure
Once the target domain has been decomposed into the desired constituents, the next step in constructing a
BN is to specify or learn the structural relationships between the given latent variables. Even if a hierarchical
aggregation structure is imposed on the individual skill variables, other relationships may be included between
variables at any level in the hierarchy (Collins et al., 1996).
Types of Parental Relationships
Perhaps the simplest and most common relationship between latent abilities is “prerequisite of,” though edges
in the graph could also indicate “part of” (as in aggregation relationships), “is correlated with,” “induces,” or
“inhibits,” among others (Almond et al., 2007). These semantic relationships bear little statistical significance,
but may be helpful either in constructing or interpreting the graph. When a node has more than one parent,
the relationship between the parents must be specified in the node’s conditional distribution. Possible relation-
ships include compensatory, conjunctive, disjunctive, and inhibitor/enabler (Almond et al., 2007; Mislevy et
al., 2002). A compensatory relationship adds the effects of the parent abilities—if one ability is low, the other
ability compensates for missing skills. Compensatory relationships are particularly appropriate when there are
multiple means of achieving the given skill and possessingmore than one leads to a greater understanding of the
derivative skill. A conjunctive relationship requires mastery of both antecedent skills—the skill with the lowest
level ofmastery dominatesmastery of the derivative skill. Conjunctive relationships are particularly appropriate
when different skills must be combined to understand the derivative skill. In contrast, a disjunctive relation-
ship requires mastery on only one of the antecedent skills—the skill with the highest level of mastery dominates
mastery of the derivative skill; however, unlike the compensatory relationship, mastery of more than one skill
provides no additional advantage for mastery of the derivative skill. Finally, an inhibitor/enabler relationship
requires a minimum level of mastery on one skill before mastery of the other antecedent skill begins to have an
effect on mastery of the derivative skill. These relationships may be useful when a minimum understanding of
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one of the antecedent skills is necessary to begin to make sense of the combination of the antecedents to form
an understanding of the derivative. These basic relationships can be combined to describe complex interactions
between a number of different skills (Mislevy et al., 2002). For example, the combination of a disjunctive and
conjunctive relationship might require mastery either of abilityA or of both abilitiesB and C .
Empirical vs. Expert Structure
In the absence of strong theory about the relationships between domain components, one might be tempted to
try to learn network structure empirically using data from real examinees. However, learning the structure of
a Bayesian network, particularly when the network includes latent variables, is algorithmically challenging and
an area of current investigation (Almond et al., 2007; Liu, 2009). Most current educational assessments with
BN knowledge models obtain their network structure from expert opinion (e.g., Butz et al., 2006; Mislevy et
al., 2002) or a blend of expert opinion and exploratory empirical methods (e.g., Suebnukarn & Haddawy, 2004).
In one recent method by Liu (2009) for BN with discrete latent variables, simulated data from several candidate
models were used to train classifiers (e.g., support vector machines, artificial neural networks, classification
trees, etc.), which were then used to classify real response data; the model whose classifier best fit the real data
was taken to be the best model. Other methods for blending expert and empirical graph specification include
comparing candidate models provided by experts via various indices for model criticism.
1.3.4 Model Criticism
Once a set of candidate graphs has been identified, either through expert opinion or empirical means, the po-
tential models can be compared via a number of techniques. Methods for model criticism can also be used to
detect model misfit. While there have been a number of different techniques proposed for comparing models,
no consensus has yet emerged for evaluating the quality of a BN graph (Conati et al., 2002).
Mutual Information
The mutual information between of two random variables,
MI(X;Y ) =
X
X;Y
P (X;Y ) log P (X;Y )
P (X)P (Y )
;
indicates how significantly their joint distribution deviates from the joint distribution that would result if the
two variables were independent. That is, mutual information indicates the degree to which two variables are
associated. Since a BN implies conditional independencies between variables, mutual information may be use-
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ful in comparing rival structures. For example, Liu (2009) applied mutual information to distinguish between
learning progressions. Nodes in the BN represented all possible combinations of basic concepts, and the ana-
lytic goal was to determine in which order the concepts were most likely to be combined. For example, two
competing progressions might suggest either that concepts A, B, and C are combined directly to form ABC ,
or that A and B are first combined before combining with C . If the mutual information between the individ-
ual concepts and the combination ABC is greater than the mutual information between ABC and potential
parentsAB and C , the former learning progression is more likely than the latter.
Model Fit Indices
Several different potential indices for model fit for BN in educational assessment have been investigated. One
simple index proposed by Pardos, Heffernan, Anderson, and Heffernan (2007) is the mean absolute difference
between predicted and actual raw test scores, where predicted test score is estimated by leave-one-out cross
validation (LOOCV) to reduce the effects of over-fitting. Other proposed indices include Weaver’s Surprise
Index (Weaver, 1948), Good’s Logarithmic Score (Good, 1952), and the Ranked Probability Score (Epstein,
1969). Responses simulated from a proposed model can be used to bootstrap the null distribution of such
statistics for statistical tests of misfit. Williamson, Mislevy, and Almond (2001) investigated the performance
of these three statistics under several different model error conditions, including spurious/ommitted nodes,
spurious/ommitted edges, and erroneous prior distributions, and found that the Ranked Probability Score and
Weaver’s Surprise Index performed well as global measures for detecting BN graphical errors.
Posterior Predictive Model Checking
In the Bayesian framework, Posterior Predictive Model Checking (PPMC Rubin, 1984) provides a procedure
similar to bootstrapping the null distribution of model fit statistics, as above. In PPMC, several sets of item
responses are simulated from the proposed model using sets of parameters drawn from the posterior distri-
bution. A discrepancy statistic is then calculated for each of the simulated data sets and for the real data, and
the posterior predictive p-value is obtained from the proportion of replicated sets whose discrepancy statistic
is exceeded by the discrepancy for the actual data. Small p-values suggest model misfit. Proposed discrepancy
measures include proportion correct (for items or examinees), mean squared Pearson residuals, point biserial
correlations, and odds ratios between item pairs (Sinharay, 2006; Sinharay, Almond, & Yan, 2004). Although
each of these has been investigated for utility in determining model fit, there has been no clear determination
of which discrepancy measures perform the best or how PPMC compares with other model fit indices.
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Diagnostic Plots
In addition to quantitative measures of model fit, various diagnostic plots can provide an impression of whether
a particular BN fits the data (Sinharay, 2006; Sinharay et al., 2004). In the direct data display, the item responses
matrix is plotted as a binary or grayscale image. Several simulated itemmatrices from the posterior distribution
for parameters are plotted next to the real-data image, and the patterns in the images are inspected for devi-
ations. Additionally, item fit plots (empirical item characteristic curves) or plots of Bayesian residuals (either
for individual items or the entire test) against estimated abilities can suggest whether there are large departures
from the data predicted by the proposed model. Finally, plots of prior versus posterior distributions for item
parameters can suggest problems with identifiability: If a posterior distribution is not very different from the
corresponding priors, there is little information available to identify the given parameter.
1.4 Adaptive Item Selection
Given increasing demands for educational assessment data, interest in computerized adaptive testing (CAT) is
growing. CAT has the potential to improve the precision of examinee ability estimates by selecting an indi-
vidualized set of items most informative for the particular examinee. While item selection algorithms exist for
MIRT (Segall, 1996; Veldkamp & van der Linden, 2002) and DCMs (McGlohen & Chang, 2008), it may be pos-
sible to use the graphical information in a BN knowledge model to improve item selection performance. The
use of BN in CAT to date has been quite limited, resulting in only a smattering of proposals for item selection
procedure, and little comparison between them.
1.4.1 Information-Based Selection
An assessment aims primarily at reducing uncertainty in an examinee’s ability. Since there is an inverse rela-
tionship between uncertainty and statistical information, CAT lends itself well to item selection methods based
on various information measures. For example, as in usual IRT-based CAT, items could be selected to max-
imize Fisher information or to obtain the greatest reduction in posterior variance (e.g., Guzmán, Conejo, &
Pérez-de-la Cruz, 2007). When latent abilities are represented discretely, Fisher information does not exist;
instead, Shannon entropy,
H() =  
X
i
P ( = i) logP ( = i);
provides ameasure of the uncertainty in the ability estimate, and itemsmay be selected tominimize the expected
posterior entropy (Reye, 2004; Vomlel, 2004a), which is equivalent to selecting items that maximize the mutual
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information between the item responseX and examinee ability  (Weissman, 2007).
1.4.2 Decision-Based Selection
When a test is intended to classify examinees into groups, whether or not the latent abilities are taken as contin-
uous or discrete, an alternative to information-based item selection is to select items that minimize the expected
classification decision error. Though item selection based on decision-making criteria has been proposed for
CAT with BN knowledge models (Vomlel, 2004a), it does not appear that the technique has been implemented
in practice to date. Similar methods from other CAT studies, such as maximizing the discrimination between
adjacent latent classes (Rudner, 2002) or the Sequential Probability Ratio Test (Eggen, 1999;Weissman, 2007),
could serve as a foundation for item selection with BN knowledge models in tests for classification decisions.
1.4.3 Utility-Based Selection
Given the complexity of computing posterior information for every item in the item bank each time an item
must be selected, some have suggested using a variety of simple heuristics or utility functions based on item
response probabilities or posterior ability probabilities. For dichotomous items and abilities, Liu (2005) suggests
the difference between success probabilities given mastery or non-mastery:
P (X = 1j = 1)  P (X = 1j = 0):
Similarly, Collins et al. (1996) propose the absolute difference between the probability of mastery or non-
mastery given a correct or incorrect response:
jP ( = 1jX = 1)  P ( = 0jX = 0)j :
In contrast, Millán et al. (2000) suggest that both these probabilities should be maximized, and thus propose a
utility measure based on the sensitivity and specificity of the items:
P (X = 1j = 1)P ( = 1) + P (X = 0j = 0)P ( = 0):
Thesemetrics compare itemswith only one latent ability at a time. When items load ontomore than one ability,
Millán and Pérez-de-la Cruz (2002) have suggested either to sum the utility function over the item’s relevant
abilities or to take the maximum utility from among the item’s relevant abilities. Unfortunately, due to the
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limited number of studies that make use of these heuristics, it is not at all clear which is preferred, or how their
performance compares with information-based methods.
1.4.4 Node Priority and Myopic Selection
Many of the proposed item selection techniques are designed to pick the best item from among the items that
measure a particular latent ability, but they do not directly integrate the decision of which latent ability to mea-
sure next. One option is to select the BN node with the greatest variance (e.g., Guzmán et al., 2007; Villano,
1992). Another option would be simply to iterate through the latent abilities. Liu (2005) has suggested a modi-
fied version of the iteration strategy inwhich the next concept is chosen to bemaximally dissimilar to previously
administered concepts (and their parents). Similarity between concepts is measured as the Euclidean distance
in a binary item space:
d(C1; C2) =
sX
i
(Qi;1  Qi;2)2;
where Qi;j is a binary indicator of whether item i makes use of concept Cj . Once all concepts have been
administered, the set of administered concepts is reset, and the procedure begins again.
While procedures such as these are simple to implement, item selection algorithms that focus on only one
BN node at a time might select items that are not optimal for all nodes. For example, if items for some nodes
are uniformly more informative than items for other nodes, an iterative procedure that cycles through all nodes
will gather much more information about some than others. Moreover, “myopically” optimal tests select the
item that will provide the most information after a single additional item is answered. However, myopically
optimal tests may not yield the most informative set of items at the end of the test (Vomlel, 2004a). Instead,
dynamic programming has shown better performance at reducing uncertainty at the end of the test thanmyopic
selection criteria (Vomlel, 2004b).
1.5 Open Research Paths
Although BNs have been used extensively over the last twenty years in the artificial intelligence community
for user modeling and intelligent tutoring systems, BN-based knowledge models have received only limited
acceptance in mainstream psychometrics. As demonstrated by a number of tutoring system exemplars, BNs
provide a convenient way to specify complex relationships between latent cognitive variables. However, there
remain many open research questions as BNs gain more prominence in educational assessment.
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Graph Development. Of primary concern are matters related to graph development. BNs have been applied
to decompositions of knowledge domains at all levels (coarse- or fine-grain skills), but there are currently few
guidelines for how to choose the appropriate grain size for any given assessment. Turning to granular hierar-
chies does not completely resolve this issue, as one must still determine the level of detail of the finest grain size
and the number of hierarchical layers, and there is likely a trade off between themarginal utility ofmore-detailed
information provided by increasingly fine-grained skills and the resulting measurement complexity requiring
greater numbers of items to assess each skill adequately. Moreover, a large number of operational BN-based
knowledge models have made use of discrete latent variables; however, there has been little investigation into
how to determine the optimal number of discrete knowledge levels or whether continuous latent variables
might provide better performance. Learning the structure between knowledge nodes entirely empirically may
be too complex for operational usage at present. Instead, expert opinion can certainly continue to guide the
development of graphs, but a priori graphical structures ought to be vetted empirically. Some initial work has
been completed to develop statistics and procedures for identifying graph mis-specification, and these meth-
ods would benefit from further testing under a greater variety of contexts. Studies of the effects of undetected
mis-specification could also be useful for prioritizing research in BN criticism.
Parameter Recovery. Once a satisfactory graphical structure is in place, assessment developers face other
practical questions: Howmany field-test examinees are necessary to achieve adequate calibration of the knowl-
edge model structural parameters (e.g., priors, path coefficients)? How many items are necessary to achieve
the desired precision for ability estimates? Carmona, Millán, Pérez-de-la Cruz, Trella, and Conejo (2005) have
demonstrated improved precision of knowledge models with explicit relationships between abilities over an
independence model; but, it is unclear whether the parsimony of a BN will provide improved precision over
a multidimensional model with arbitrary covariance matrix, or whether the potential for over-fitting of an
arbitrary-covariance model outweighs the dangers of mis-specifying a BN. Extensive parameter recovery stud-
ies (for structural parameters, item parameters, and ability estimates, particularly in hierarchical models) would
provide an enormous asset for practitioners looking to apply BN knowledge models in new operational assess-
ment contexts.
Item Selection. A great deal of work remains in terms of developing item selection techniques for adopting
BN-based knowledge models in CAT. Research in this area could benefit from a thorough comparison of the
performance of the various selection criteria already proposed in the BN-based CAT literature. Then, item
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selection investigations could move forward to answer open questions such as: Should item selection focus on
one ability at a time, or aim for a more holistic approach to quantifying the informativeness of items? What
are the characteristics of an informative item, when considering the knowledge graph as a whole? Are existing
item selection methods for MIRT readily adaptable to BN models? Does the type of graphical structure affect
which method performs the best?
Vertical Scaling. In the continual effort to monitor educational improvement, many have become interested
in vertical scales that can track student progress acrossmany years of schooling. However, others have expressed
concern about construct stability across the range of the vertical scale (e.g., S. Wang & Jiao, 2009). After all,
math in kindergarden looks very different frommath in high school—is kindergardenmath really only low-level
high-school math? Where construct heterogeneity exists, BN-based knowledge models may provide a means
for maintaining fidelity to the varied content in different grades while still providing meaningful information
about students’ progress across grades.
Authentic Educational Settings. Finally, for BN to gain traction outside the research lab in operational educa-
tional assessment, perhaps the most helpful research agenda could be the application of BN knowledge models
in a large variety of content domains and an increasing number of authentic educational settings. Only as this
approach to knowledge modeling is implemented in practice will we fully understand the potential of BN for
providing detailed, timely information to teachers for improved and efficient instructional decision-making.
1.6 Conclusion
Educational assessmentsmust develop in complexity tomeet the increasing demands for accurate and actionable
information in educational settings. Bayesian networks provide an intuitive framework for modeling complex
relationships, and thus are well suited for modeling detailed descriptions of student knowledge. With increased
and focused research on practical open questions in the application of BN to knowledgemodeling, Bayesian net-
works can move from a minority interest of a few psychometricians into commonplace educational assessment
practice.
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Chapter 2
Network Development for Graphical Knowledge Models
2.1 Introduction
The demand for formal assessment in United States education systems has been growing for the last several
decades, and will only continue to increase in the foreseeable future. One of the largest forces behind the de-
mand for pervasive standardized assessments is public policy maker’s desires to improve the quality and equity
of educational opportunities through school accountability systems, and this intended use has shaped burgeon-
ing assessment programs toward large-scale, relatively infrequent (yearly) summative tests. While summative
assessment has its place in a well-balanced educational accountability policy, we may be missing a tremendous
opportunity if we use the valuable time students give to demonstrate their academic achievements only for ac-
countability purposes. With sufficient feedback mechanisms in place, the information gained about students
at test time could potentially help time-strapped teachers more-efficiently tailor their instructional activities to
meet their students’ particular learning needs. Some policy makers have recognized this value and have intro-
duced periodic formative assessments into their assessment programs. However, these assessments can help
improve education quality only insofar as the information they generate is directly actionable by teachers, and
there are at least two challenges to teachers’ use of current standardized educational assessments: the level of
detail of the results and the alignment of the results with teachers’ planned instructional activities.
Most operational assessment programs make use Item Response Theory (IRT) models with only a single
dimension (or at best only two or three) for the latent space representing the assessment’s target knowledge
domain. While these models may be useful for identifying broadly which students are doing well and which
students need additional support in a particular school subject or course, they provide little information to
teachers about specifically which concepts or skills among all of the course material students have mastered. In-
stead of traditional uni-dimensional IRT, models for cognitive diagnosis (e.g., Rupp et al., 2010) provide much
greater detail about student achievement in sub-domains, which could better inform instructional decisions.
Some assessment programs provide limited sub-scale scoring and a number of different cognitively diagnostic
models have been proposed, but nearly all of these methods pay little attention to the relationships between
sub-domains, though incorporating these relationships explicitly may lead to improved measurement preci-
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sion. Graphical modeling techniques, such as Bayesian networks (ch. 1), are a convenient means for encoding
the relationships between sub-domains (e.g., pre-requisite relationships), and diagnostic assessments based on
graphical student knowledge models could provide assessment results at a level of detail useful for instructional
decision-making. Moreover, if the knowledge model includes hierarchical relationships that aggregate sub-
domains into broader constructs, a single model may be able provide diagnostic and summative information
simultaneously, fulfilling multiple assessment purposes with one test.
Diagnostic detail alone, however, may not be enough for facilitating instructional decision-making if the
detail is not well aligned with a teacher’s planned instructional activities. Teachers follow a particular curricu-
lum (even if locally created) that delineates the scope and sequence of knowledge and skills the course will cover,
as well as providing materials and instructional activities to support teaching and learning. Though this cur-
riculum is (hopefully!) aligned with educational accountability standards, the standards (broad statements of
what students should learn) are not the same thing as the curriculum (specific statements about what students
are taught). If the sub-domains of a diagnostic assessment are based on accountability standards or a different
curriculum than a teacher uses, the teacher will have to spend time translating results between the assessment’s
knowledge framework and the curriculum’s framework. This extra effort may erode the benefits gained from
standardized diagnostic assessment. Instead, a diagnostic assessment is most likely to yield actionable informa-
tion for teachers if the assessment is specifically linked with the teacher’s curriculum, that is, if the sub-domains
correspond directly with the building blocks of the curriculum’s scope and sequence and instructional materials
and activities.
Although diagnostic educational assessments with graphical knowledge models hold great promise for im-
proving instructional decision-making, these methods have not yet come into wide-spread use. This may be
due in part to the initial burden of mapping the target knowledge domain. Before such an assessment can be
calibrated, the domain must be decomposed into its constituent sub-domains, and the relationships between
these sub-domains must be enumerated, encoding these relationships into a network for the graphical knowl-
edge model. With few examples, this may seem a daunting task. This paper develops and tests a graphical
knowledge model for an operational curriculum-based assessment, and thus can serve as a practical model for
developing graphical models for other educational assessments.
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2.2 Methods
2.2.1 Data and Domain
The data analyzed here consist of item responses from 1,215 students who completed three non-cumulative
midterm exams for the Introduction to Classical Mechanics (PHYS 211) course at the University of Illinois in
Spring 2011. Since each exam was written to cover a well-defined portion of the course material, the items
for any given sub-domain came only from a single testing session. Combining sub-domains from three exams
places certain restrictions on the interpretation of the relationships between sub-domains: Graphical model
paths between sub-domains covered on the same exam reflect relationships between a student’s mastery of
the two concepts at a particular point in time, while paths between sub-domains from different exams reflect
relationships between a student’s previousmastery of the concept measured by the earlier exam and the student’s
later mastery of the other concept measured by the later exam. Such a model has meaningful interpretation,
but may not necessarily be directly applied to future measurement scenarios that combine sub-domains from
separate exams without further investigation.
All items were multiple-choice with 2, 3, or 5 response options, scored dichotomously. With the help of a
physics expert, the 76 exam items were analyzed for content, and 13 sub-domains were identified (Table 2.1).
Most items tested only one sub-domain, but 11 items were identified as testing two sub-domains. The Rota-
tional Kinematics sub-domain was assessed by only a single item in these exams, and was excluded from the
analysis. The solutions to 8 items required trigonometry, and since trigonometry is a more-advanced mathe-
matical skill unrelated to the primary content domain, an additional dimension was hypothesized to account
for construct-irrelevant variation due to students’ background knowledge of trigonometry. Although items in-
volving trigonometry appeared on all three exams, only a single trigonometry dimension was used. While this
would muddle the interpretation of scores on the trigonometry dimension, the scores are ignored as nuisance
parameters, and most students’ trigonometry ability might be expected to remain relatively constant over the
period of a semester in a physics course. Finally, 8 exceptionally easy items (p > 0:97) were excluded, leaving
67 items.
2.2.2 Measurement Model
Sub-domain knowledge was represented as Normally distributed latent variables with compensatory relation-
ships, as in a Structural Equation Model or path model. That is, each sub-domain was taken as a linear combi-
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Table 2.1: Classical Mechanics Sub-Domains
Sub-Domain Items Exam
Kinematics 12 1
Circular Motion 4 1
Dynamics 4 1
Friction 5 1
Work/Energy 10 2
Momentum 13 2
Reference Frames 6 2
Rotational Kinematics 3
Moment of Inertia 3 3
Rotational Dynamics 5 3
Rotational Work/Energy 7 3
Rotational Equilibrium 4 3
Angular Momentum 4 3
(Trigonometry) 8
Note: Item counts are for the 67 final items, of which
10 were assigned to two substantive sub-domains.
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nation of other sub-domains and a set of Normally distributed error terms:
 = A +  = (Ip  A) 1 ; (2.1)
where  is a p-dimensional vector representing p sub-domains, A is a p  p matrix of path coefficients, Ip is
the identity matrix, and  is a vector of p independent error terms. For identifiability, the mean of  is taken to
be 0, and the variance 1. Item responses were modeled with the compensatory multidimensional 2-parameter
logistic model:
P (X = 1j) = exp (
0   b)
1 + exp (0   b) ; (2.2)
where b is the item difficulty and  is a vector of discrimination parameters (loadings). All but 1 or 2 of the
elements of  were constrained to 0 so that each item loaded only on the 1 or 2 sub-domains directly assessed
by the item’s content.
2.2.3 Estimation
One impediment to the wide-spread adoption of measurement models with complex knowledge structures
has been the difficulty in estimating high-dimensional latent-variable models (the “curse of dimensionality”).
These models are typically estimated using the Expectation-Maximization Algorithm (EM; Dempster, Laird, &
Rubin, 1977) or Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC; e.g., Gilks, Richardson, & Spiegelhalter, 1996). While
EM is very efficient for estimating model parameters, its Expectation step requires integration over the latent
variables, which is very expensive for high-dimensional problems. MCMC is relatively efficient at sampling
from high-dimensional joint probability distributions, but is less efficient for estimating model parameters.
The recently proposedMetropolis-Hasting Robbins-Monro Algorithm (MH-RM; Cai, 2010) achieves dra-
matically reduced computation times relative to EM and MCMC by combining their relative strengths: A
Markov chain is constructed to sample efficiently from the posterior latent ability distribution, and theRobbins-
Monro algorithm provides gradient-based maximization of the likelihood using draws from theMarkov chain.
MH-RM is easy to code and fast relative to EM and pure MCMC in high-dimensional latent spaces. Com-
putation for this study was conducted using the Open Science Grid (OSG; Pordes et al., 2007; Sfiligoi et al.,
2009).
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2.2.4 Path Model Development
Since the unsupervised learning of latent variable networks is a challenging and currently unsolved problem
(Almond et al., 2007; Liu, 2009), three physics experts were asked to provide plausible relationships between
sub-domain concepts. The models proposed were then estimated and compared using the Deviance Informa-
tion Criterion (DIC; Spiegelhalter, Best, Carlin, & van der Linde, 2002). Modification indices were calculated to
propose additional paths (Buse, 1982; Culbertson & Li, 2012; Sörbom, 1989) andWald statistics were calculated
to identify paths that should be removed. Finally, overall model fit and item fit were assessed with Posterior
Predictive Model Checking (PPMC; Rubin, 1984) using the proportion correct discrepancy measure, as well as
with response matrix diagnostic plots (Sinharay, 2006; Sinharay et al., 2004).
2.3 Results
2.3.1 Expert Models
While the three physics experts differed some, the commonalities in their comments were used to construct an
initial set of paths (Fig. 2.1). Most of the physics concepts fall into two roughly parallel sub-graphs with hubs
of (linear) Dynamics and Rotational Dynamics, the study of forces, which is the central concept in Classical
Mechanics. Kinematics (the study of motion) is a precursor to Dynamics; and Friction (a particular kind of
force), Momentum, andWork/Energy apply the concepts of Dynamics. Parallel concepts in the two sub-graphs
are connected (e.g., Dynamics and Rotational Dynamics, Momentum and Angular Momentum, etc.).
Two variants of the main model were additionally proposed. While discussing relationships for Moment
of Inertia (a kind of rotational mass), one physics expert was surprised to find that the textbook used for this
particular course (Gladding, Selen, & Stelzer, 2011) motivated the concept of Moment of Inertia using Circular
Motion, since many popular physics textbooks (e.g., Serway & Jewett, 2004, Section 10.4) develop Moment
of Inertia from Work/Energy. This suggested testing alternate models with different parents for Moment of
Inertia: one based on the motivation given in the students’ textbook (Circular Motion) and one based on the
connection recognized by many other physics educators (Work/Energy). Second, a path between Circular
Motion and Rotational Dynamics was proposed as an analog between Kinematics and Dynamics (recall that the
Rotational Kinematics sub-domain was eliminated due to an insufficient number of items).
Finally, one physics expert initially had difficulty proposing relationships between physics concepts, since
he viewed every concept as connected with every other concept. As he was working through the connections
between concepts, he suggested that each concept was connected with the concept presented before. Thus, a
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Kinematics Dynamics Friction
Circular
Motion
Work/Energy Momentum
Reference
Frames Moment
of.Inertia
Rotational
Dynamics
Rotational
Work/Energy
Rotational
Equilibrium
Angular
Momentum
2.28
30.284
2.68
30.084
1.21
30.064
0.91
30.034
0.64
30.034
0.66
30.064
0.39
30.044
0.75
30.044
0.29
30.074
0.15
30.104
1.06
30.104
0.83
30.054
0.58
30.054
0.49
30.054
Figure 2.1: Expert-Proposed Path Model for Classical Mechanics. The path from Work/Energy to Moment of Inertia
path (dashed line) is proposed as an alternative to the path from Circular Motion to Moment of Inertia. Path coefficients and their
standard errors are displayed for the final model.
linear model ordered according to the course syllabus was proposed (Fig. 2.2).
2.3.2 Initial Comparisons
In addition to the path models, several simpler models were estimated for comparison, including:
• an independence model for all sub-domains,
• a unidimensional model,
• three independent exams, and
Kinematics Dynamics Friction
Circular
Motion
Work/Energy Momentum
Reference
Frames
Moment
of.Inertia
Rotational
Dynamics
Rotational
Equilibrium
Rotational
Work/Energy
Angular
Momentum
2.20
30.078
1.42
30.068
0.67
30.038
0.66
30.028
1.74
30.078
1.41
30.088
0.43
30.038
1.29
30.078
1.23
30.098
0.64
30.058
0.70
30.068
Figure 2.2: Linear Model for Classical Mechanics Based on Course Syllabus. Path coefficients and their standard errors
are displayed for the estimated model.
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• three correlated exams.
According to DIC, the path models performed better than all comparison models (Table 2.2). Interestingly, the
independence models performed worst of all, suggesting that independent subscores are not an efficient means
for providing diagnostic information. Models that included the nuisance trigonometry dimension performed
better than correspondingmodels without, suggesting that items whose solutions require trigonometry include
construct-irrelevant variation.
Models for which the parent of Moment of Inertia wasWork/Energy performed slightly better than when
the parent was Circular Motion. This may be due to inherent connections in the physics concepts, the fact
that lessons on Circular Motion were farther away in time from lessons on Moment of Inertia than lessons on
Work/Energy were, or the fact that the assessment of Work/Energy (exam 2) was closer to the assessment of
Moment of Inertia (exam 3) than Circular Motion (exam 1). Although the model with a path from Circular
Motion to Rotational Dynamics had a slightly smaller DIC than the model without, a Wald test suggested that
the path was not significant (z = 1:38, p = 0:08). By DIC, the linear model out-performed all other models
(Table 2.2).
2.3.3 Refinements
Modification indices were calculated for the path model that included the Work/Energy to Moment of Inertia
path, both with and without the non-significant Circular Motion to Rotational Dynamics path. In both cases,
the largest modification index corresponded to a path from Work/Energy directly to Rotational Dynamics
(instead of indirectly via Moment of Inertia). However, when a model including this path was estimated, the
Wald test for the path was not significant (z = 0:23, p = 0:41). AWald test for the path fromWork/Energy
to RotationalWork/Energy was also not significant (z = 1:43, p = 0:08). Wald tests for all other paths in the
final expert-derived and linear models were significant. The path coefficients for the final expert-derived and
linear models are presented in Figures 2.1 and 2.2, respectively.
Modification indiceswere also calculated for the original expertmodel (CircularMotion toMoment of Iner-
tia), and the largest index corresponded to a path fromMoment of Inertia to RotationalWork/Energy, lending
more weight to the connection between Work/Energy and Moment of Inertia. The modification index con-
nectingMoment of Inertia with RotationalWork/Energymay have been higher than for (linear)Work/Energy
due to the fact that Moment of Inertia and Rotational Work/Energy were measured at the same point in time.
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Table 2.2: Model Comparison
Model Trig DIC
Linear with 72647
Linear without 72749
Path model with Circ Mot! Rot Dyn, W/E!MoI with 72938
Path model with W/E!MoI with 72968
Path model with Circ Mot! Rot Dyn with 72989
Path model with W/E!MoI without 73022
Path model with 73028
Path model with Circ Mot! Rot Dyn, W/E!MoI without 73075
Path model with Circ Mot! Rot Dyn without 73082
Path model without 73085
Three correlated exams 73639
Unidimensional 74190
Three independent exams 74550
Independent sub-domains with 76341
Independent sub-domains without 76509
Note: Smaller DIC values reflect better models (closer to the top of the list). “Linear” refers
to the model in Fig. 2.2. “Path model” refers to the model in Fig. 2.1. Models with “W/E
!MoI” have a path fromWork/Energy to Moment of Inertia instead of from Circular Mo-
tion. Models with “Circ Mot! Rot Dyn” have a path from Circular Motion to Rotational
Dynamics instead of to Moment of Inertia.
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Table 2.3: Posterior Predictive Model Checking
Model 95% Interval
Linear with trig (0.730, 0.746)
Path model with trig, W/E!MoI (0.731, 0.748)
Path model with trig (0.730, 0.747)
Three correlated exams (0.728, 0.737)
Unidimensional (0.648, 0.672)
Three independent exams (0.716, 0.729)
Independent sub-domains with trig (0.720, 0.746)
Note: The observed discrepancy measure was 0.732. Models with
an asterisk exhibited overall model misfit as suggested by 95% dis-
crepancy measure distribution intervals that do not cover the ob-
served statistic.
2.3.4 Model Fit
Confidence intervals for the PPMC discrepancy measure were constructed with 2,000 item response simula-
tions from the posterior predictive distributions for selected models. The overall discrepancy measure for the
observed data fell outside the 95% confidence intervals for the unidimensional and three independent exam
models, suggesting significant misfit; however, no other models exhibited significant overall misfit (Table 2.3).
Item misfit was investigated for the independent sub-domains, linear, and final path models, but no observed
item discrepancy measures fell outside their 95% posterior predictive confidence intervals (Table A.2).
Images of the original item response data and 8 simulated data sets were compared for the unidimensional
(Fig. 2.3), linear (Fig. 2.4), and final expert-derived (Fig. 2.5) models. No substantial systematic differences were
evident between simulated and actual item response data. This may suggest the suitability of the 2-parameter
logistic model for observed data more so than the suitability of any particular latent variable structure.
2.4 Discussion
In this study, a linear model following the order in which sub-domains were taught outperformed all other
models. This may suggest that the relationships between sub-domains in diagnostic measurement are more
strongly driven by the order inwhich students are exposed to concepts and the length of time they have to digest
the information than with the intrinsic conceptual linkages between those concepts. A linear model may also
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Figure 2.3: Direct Data Display for Unidimensional Model. Actual item responses are displayed on the left, followed by 8
data sets simulated from the unidimensional model. Items are ordered according to the original data from easiest (left) to most difficult
(right), and examinees from highest scoring (top) to lowest (bottom).
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Figure 2.4: Direct Data Display for Linear Model. Actual item responses are displayed on the left, followed by 8 data sets
simulated from the linear sub-domains model. Items are ordered according to the original data from easiest (left) to most difficult
(right), and examinees from highest scoring (top) to lowest (bottom).
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Figure 2.5: Direct Data Display for Expert-Derived Path Model. Actual item responses are displayed on the left, followed
by 8 data sets simulated from the final expert-derived path model. Items are ordered according to the original data from easiest (left) to
most difficult (right), and examinees from highest scoring (top) to lowest (bottom).
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provide a somewhat flexible yet parsimonious alternative to the fully unconstrained multidimensional model.
Unconstrained correlationmatrices allow for any possible configuration of relationships between sub-domains;
however, they require estimating p(p 1)/2 different correlation parameters with the sparse information pro-
vided by limited samples of examinees relative to the large number of dimensions involved. As the number
of sub-domains grows, fully unconstrained multidimensional models become harder to estimate, and a linear
model (with only p correlation parameters) defined by the order of presentation of course content may provide
a reasonable alternative, if strong theory about the substantive relationships between sub-domains is not avail-
able. Since this particular set of items covered three testing sessions, temporal measurement effects may have
additionally contributed to the dominance of the linear model.
This study also demonstrated that expert-proposed models can yield sufficient model fit. Even though the
linear model (with 11 parameters) yielded a smaller DIC than the best expert-derived model (with 14 param-
eters), the expert model exhibited no significant model misfit by PPMC or direct data display and needed no
substantial refinement by modification index or Wald test. This suggests that developing good-enough (pos-
sibly wrong but useful) graphical models for diagnostic assessment may not be as daunting as it first seems,
and partially mis-specified path models may provide sufficiently more-efficient measurement than the com-
mon practice of using independent subscores. Further investigation is necessary to determine the diagnostic
consequences of using partially mis-specified graphical models in order to better gauge the caution necessary in
developing operational diagnostic assessments based on graphical knowledge models.
This study developed a graphical knowledge model for the content domain of an introductory college
physics course in Classical Mechanics. Although the expert models were developed primarily based on con-
ceptual considerations, the model was tested with data from a particular course with a particular syllabus and
instructional style. Open research paths for graphical knowledge models include the question of whether and
when a model developed for one assessment can be transfered successfully to another assessment in the same
domain. Attempting to apply the model developed here to assessments in similar courses at other universities
would begin to address this question.
Finally, this paper provides an empirical example of the process of developing a graphical knowledge model
for an existing course assessment. This exam was intended to be scored unidimensionally and was developed
by course instructors who attend carefully to classical test theory item quality measures but who do not have
advancedmeasurement training. Nevertheless, all pathmodels exhibited better model fit than a unidimensional
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(or three unidimensional exams) model. While an assessment developed explicitly for sub-domain diagnosis
would likely exhibit better measurement properties, this study suggests that some existing course assessments
may be retrofitted to provide multidimensional diagnostic information, but that ignoring correlations between
sub-domainsmay provide worsemodel fit than a single unidimensional model. Further examples of developing
graphical knowledge models for diagnostic assessment in other domains would encourage test developers to
make more-thorough use of the information gathered in course-based tests.
2.5 Future Work
In this study, the expert assignment of items to sub-domains was taken as given; however, item discrimination
parameters suggest that a few itemsmay have beenmis-classified. Itemmis-classificationmay affect sub-domain
relationships, particularly for sub-domains with a very modest number of items. Further analysis should exam-
ine and refine the item–sub-domain classifications and check whether the final path model is affected.
Even though test items were multiple-choice and examinees may have guessed when they did not know the
answer, this study made use of the 2-parameter logistic model for stability. Many of the test items were rather
easy (52 of the 76 items had p > 0:7), suggesting that little guessing may have occurred for most items, but
guessing may have occurred for very-low ability examinees on some of the harder items (6 items had p < 0:5).
Estimation of a 3-parameter logisticmodel was attempted, but the estimation results were highly unstable, likely
because few examinees had low-enough ability to provide information about the guessing parameters for most
items. Future analysis should attempt to stabilize estimation of the guessing parameters or include the guessing
parameter only for selected items.
Finally, this paper made use of continuous latent variables. Future research should examine whether dis-
crete latent variables would substantially affect the structural relationships between sub-domains.
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Chapter 3
Parameter Recovery in Graphical Knowledge Models
3.1 Introduction
Graphical modeling of detailed knowledge domains has potential to improve the diagnostic utility of educa-
tional assessments. However, while assessment practitioners are well-versed in test construction techniques
for unidimensional Item Response Theory (IRT) and are becoming more familiar with multidimensional IRT
and Diagnostic Classification Models (DCM), very little is currently known about the measurement properties
of tests with graphical knowledge models, much less best practices. Howmany examinees are needed for stable
calibration? How precisely can each sub-domain be measured? In addition to these familiar questions, adding
network structure parameters introduces many new “degrees of freedom” to the design process: Measurement
scenarios can vary according to the size and density of the network, the strength of the relationships between
sub-domains, the (absolute and relative) number of items per sub-domain, and the distribution of item diffi-
culty and discrimination across sub-domains. Even though psychometricians have limited control over network
structure and the strength of sub-domain relationships, which are determined empirically, these considerations
may have implications for factors the psychometrician can control, such as the size of the calibration sample or
the number of items needed per sub-domain for sufficiently precise ability estimation.
This paper provides a beginning to the exploration of parameter recovery when using graphical knowledge
models in educational assessment through a systematic series of simulations. Specifically, this paper investigates
how precision in estimated network, item, and person parameters is affected by:
• the strength of the relationships between sub-domains,
• the number of items per sub-domain, and
• the size of the calibration sample (number of examinees).
For tractability, only a single network structure will be considered (Chapter 2, Fig. 2.1). This study simulates
an item calibration environment, and the goal is to inform the questions of how many items and how many
examinees to use during field testing.
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Table 3.1: Parameter Recovery Simulation Design
Factor N Levels
Sub-Domain Relationships 3 Empirical, Weakly coupled,
Strongly coupled
Number of Items per Sub-Domain 3 3, 6, 10
Item Parameter Structure 2 Uniform, Random
Number of Examinees 3 300, 1000, 3000
3.2 Methods
Four factors (Table 3.1) were manipulated in this study: sub-domain relationships, number of items, item pa-
rameter structure, and number of examinees. Simulations were based on the expert-derived network structure
from the Classical Mechanics data (Chapter 2, Fig. 2.1), and calibration models used the “true” graph. Three
different sets of sub-domain relationships were overlaid on the network (Table 3.2):
• empirical network parameters from actual student responses (Chapter 2),
• weakly coupled sub-domains (path parameter= 0:45), and
• strongly coupled sub-domains (path parameter= 1:0).
Each item loaded onto only one sub-domain. The number of items per sub-domain was equal for all sub-
domains (3, 6, or 10).
Items were be simulated from a 2-parameter logistic (2PL) model:
P (Xj = 1j) = exp(aj   bj)
1 + exp(aj   bj) :
Note that in this parameterization of the 2PL model, a and b are scaling and location parameters for  (as
opposed to the usual exp[a(   b)]). Item parameters came from two conditions: a uniform condition and a
random (pseudo-realistic) condition. In the uniform condition, items for each sub-domain had the same set
of standard parameters. Although this is not particularly realistic, having the same set of parameters for every
sub-domain controls for chance differences in the informativeness of items on different sub-domains, providing
better isolation for the effects of the sub-domain relationship factor. Item parameters were fixed at ak =  1k ,
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where k is standard deviation for sub-domain k,
2k =
X
v
r2kv
rkv is the element in row k and column v of the matrixR = (Ip   A) 1, and b equally spaced on [ 1:5; 1:5].
In the random condition, item discrimination parameters were sampled from a0k  akUniform(0:6; 1:4), and
item difficulties were the same as those in the uniform condition, offset by a random perturbation uniformly
distributed on [ 0:1; 0:1]. The same set of random item parameters were used for all simulations in the random
condition (i.e., new item parameters were not generated for each replication simulation or each simulationwith
other varying factors).
The number of examinees was 300, 1000, or 3000. Disturbances  for each sub-domain (see Chapter 2)
were be sampled from independent standard normal distributions. New person parameters were sampled for
each replication in each condition.
Additionally, one “fully empirical” condition (with 300, 1000, and 3000 examinees) used the network and
item parameters estimated from actual student data (Chapter 2). Responses simulated in this scenario were
fit with the “true” model and an independence model (no relationship between latent variables). To provide a
point of comparison with current typical educational assessment practice, data were also simulated from unidi-
mensional models.
For each condition, 100 replication sets of item responses were generated, and the (true) model was esti-
mated from the simulated responses using the Metropolis-Hastings Robins-Monro algorithm (MH-RM; e.g.
Cai, 2010). Expected a posteriori (EAP) estimates were calculated for person parameter disturbances . Bias
and root mean squared error (RMSE) were then calculated for each of the calibrated network parameters, item
parameters, and person parameters across the 100 replications. Finally, the parameter recovery metrics (bias,
root mean squared error) were averaged across all of the parameters in the same class for the given condition
(e.g., RMSE in network parameters, RMSE in person parameters, RMSE in item difficulties, etc.). Computation
for this study was conducted using the Open Science Grid (OSG; Pordes et al., 2007; Sfiligoi et al., 2009).
3.3 Results
Average bias was generally negligible in all conditions: The average bias for person parameters was less than
0.03 for all conditions, and less than 2% of the person parameters had an average bias of more than 0.01 across
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Table 3.3: Kinematics Person Parameter RMSE by
Number of Items and Sample Size
Examinees
Items 300 1000 3000 Unidimensional
3 0.649 0.645 0.642 0.819
6 0.548 0.543 0.543 0.697
10 0.482 0.475 0.475 0.599
Note: RMSE shown for the Kinematics person parameter under
the uniform item parameters and strong sub-domain relation-
ships condition. Other sub-domains followed a similar trend.
RMSE for the person parameter from a unidimensional test cal-
ibrated with 3000 examinees is provided for comparison.
all conditions. Less than 4% of the path parameters had a relative average bias of more than 5% across all
conditions. The maximum across all conditions of the bias for item difficulties averaged over all items was
0.031, and the maximum of the bias for item discriminations averaged over all items was 0.025. The RMSE for
all parameters was comparable under the uniform and random item parameter conditions. For clarity, only the
uniform conditions are reported here. Results for all conditions, including the empirical path conditions, are
provided in Appendix B.
Person Parameters. As expected from information theory and practical experience with unidimensional IRT
models, precision of estimates of person parameters improved (RMSE decreased) with increasing number of
items per dimension (Table 3.3). Increased sample size alsomade a very small improvement in person parameter
precision, likely due to improved estimates of item parameters. When sub-domains are independent, the sub-
graph for each sub-domain acts as a short unidimensional test. As sub-domain relationships increase in strength,
the precision of person-parameter estimates depends on where in the graph the sub-domain sits (Fig. 3.1). The
RMSE for sub-domains near the top of the graph (few ancestors andmany descendants), such as Kinematics and
Dynamics, decreasedwhenmoving fromweak to strong sub-domain relationships (e.g., the RMSE for Kinemat-
ics decreased from 0.782 to 0.650, Fig. 3.1). However, the RMSE for sub-domains near the bottom of the graph
(many ancestors and few descendants) increased when moving from weak to strong sub-domain relationships
(e.g., the RMSE for Angular Momentum increased from 0.898 to 0.991, Fig. 3.1). Moreover, the RMSE for a
given sub-domain increased with the total number of ancestors.
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Figure 3.1: RMSE for Person Parameter Disturbances and Path Parameters by Sub-Domain Relationship
Strength. Upper number (bold) is RMSE under strong sub-domain relationships; lower number is RMSE under weak sub-domain
relationships. Data shown for 3 items per sub-domain, uniform item parameters, and 300 examinees. For comparison, the RMSE for
the person parameter of a unidimensional 3-item test was 0.828.
Table 3.4: RMSE for the Param-
eter for the Path from Momen-
tum to Rotational Momentum by
Number of Items and Sample Size
Examinees
Items 300 1000 3000
3 0.594 0.379 0.229
6 0.444 0.275 0.180
10 0.386 0.227 0.145
Note: RMSE shown for the parameter
for the path from Momentum to Ro-
tational Momentum under the uniform
item parameters and strong sub-domain
relationships condition. Other paths fol-
lowed a similar trend.
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Path Parameters. As expected from information theory and practical experience with item parameters in
unidimensional IRT models, precision of estimates of path parameters improved (RMSE decreased) with in-
creasing number of items per dimension and increasing sample size (Table 3.4). The improvement in precision
was roughly equal for an increase in the total number of item responses, irrespective of whether the responses
came from new examinees (with the same number of items) or new items (with the same number of exam-
inees). However, similar to the pattern observed with person parameters, changes in the precision of path
parameters when the strength of the sub-domain relationships increases depend on where the path sits in the
graph (Fig. 3.1). TheRMSE for paths toward the top of the graph decreasedwith increased sub-domain relation-
ship strength (e.g., the RMSE for the path fromKinematics to Dynamics decreased from 0.136 under weak rela-
tionships to 0.113 under strong relationships, Fig. 3.1), and the RMSE for paths toward the bottom of the graph
increased with increased sub-domain relationship strength (e.g., the RMSE for the path fromWork/Energy to
Rotational Work/Energy increased from 0.198 under weak relationships to 0.729 under strong relationships,
Fig. 3.1). Within a given set of sub-domain relationships, the RMSE for paths also increased the farther down
the graph the path lied.
Item Parameters. As expected from information theory and practical experience with unidimensional IRT
models, precision of estimates of item parameters improved (RMSE decreased) with increasing sample size (Ta-
bles 3.5-3.6). A greater number of items per dimension also made a modest improvement in item parameter
precision, likely due to improved estimates of person parameters. Moving from weak to strong sub-domain
relationships decreased the RMSE, modestly for item difficulties (Table 3.5) and more substantially for item
discrimination (scaling) parameters (Table 3.6). The RMSE for item parameters did not vary systematically
with the position of the item’s sub-domain in the network (data not shown).
3.4 Discussion
This parameter recovery study demonstrates that while the number of test items and sample size affect param-
eter estimate quality for graphical knowledge models in expected ways, the relationship between estimation
precision and the structural component of the model is more complex (Table 3.7). Precision of person and path
parameters depends not only on sample size and the number of items for a given sub-domain, but also where
the sub-domain sits in the graph. Sub-domains with few parents and many descendants (e.g., Kinematics)
benefit from additional information provided by items for their descendants’ sub-domains. As the strength of
sub-domain relationships increases, the information provided by these down-stream items to their ancestors in-
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Table 3.5: Difficulty Parameter RMSE by Number of
Items, Sample Size, and Sub-Domain Relationships
Examinees
Relationships Items 300 1000 3000
Strong
3 0.176 0.095 0.053
6 0.158 0.095 0.049
10 0.153 0.081 0.047
Weak
3 0.188 0.100 0.057
6 0.170 0.090 0.052
10 0.157 0.085 0.049
Unidimensional
3 0.177 0.106 0.060
6 0.166 0.091 0.052
10 0.165 0.088 0.048
Note: RMSE shown for difficulty parameters under the uniform
item parameters condition. RMSE for the difficulty parameter
from a unidimensional test is provided for comparison.
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Table 3.6: Discrimination Parameter RMSE by
Number of Items, Sample Size, and Sub-Domain Re-
lationships
Examinees
Relationships Items 300 1000 3000
Strong
3 0.169 0.092 0.058
6 0.137 0.076 0.043
10 0.120 0.066 0.039
Weak
3 0.262 0.138 0.079
6 0.222 0.117 0.066
10 0.193 0.104 0.059
Unidimensional
3 0.270 0.158 0.088
6 0.256 0.138 0.080
10 0.227 0.123 0.068
Note: RMSE shown for discrimination (scale) parameters un-
der the uniform item parameters condition. RMSE for the dis-
crimination parameter from a unidimensional test is provided
for comparison.
Table 3.7: Summary of Parameter Recovery Trends
Factor Person Path Difficulty Discrimination
Number of Items Better Better Slightly Better Slightly Better
Sample Size Slightly Better Better Better Better
Sub-domain Relationships Mixed Mixed Slightly Better Better
Number of Descendants Better Better — —
Number of Parents Worse Worse — —
Note: “Better” means the precision of the parameter estimate increases (RMSE decreases) as the given factor
increases.
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creases, alongwithmeasurement precision. Sub-domainswithmany parents and fewdescendants (e.g., Angular
Momentum), however, cannot benefit from additional down-stream information. The measurement precision
of sub-domains also depends on the number of parents a sub-domain has: Both the Angular Momentum and
Reference Frames had the same number of items (with the same item parameters, in the uniform condition)
and neither had any descendants, yet the RMSE for Angular Momentum (with 6 ancestors) was larger than the
RMSE for Reference Frames (with only 1 parent). In the uniform condition, the item discrimination parame-
ters in this study were scaled so that all items were equally informative for the linear combination of sub-domains
that represented the given content area. The result that the unique part of sub-domains with more summed
components (graphical ancestors) was measured with less precision that sub-domains with fewer components
suggests that the total item information may be apportioned between components of the linear combination.
3.5 Recommendations
A primary purpose of this study was to inform two practical questions in the development of educational assess-
ments thatmake use of graphical knowledgemodels, namely: Howmany items are needed for each sub-domain,
and how many examinees are needed for adequate model calibration? While this study examines only one net-
work structure, it illustrates several general trends related to structural parameters and provides reasonable
“ballpark” figures for tests with a similar design. As sub-domain relationships increase in strength, test devel-
opers need to attend to the information present in different regions of the network. In particular, sub-domains
near the top of the graph (few ancestors, many descendants) are information-rich and can achieve the same
measurement precision as a unidimensional sub-tests with fewer items (a third as many under some conditions
in this study). Information for items measuring sub-domains near the bottom of the graph (many ancestors,
few descendants) is diverted to the sub-domains’ parents, and these sub-domains may need greater numbers
of items to achieve comparable measurement precision (more than three times as many for the most-affected
sub-domain under some conditions in this study).
Since the estimation error in item and path parameters with small sample sizes does not substantially affect
measurement precision for person parameters, smaller samples (even as small as 300) may be used for analyzing
stand-alone tests where person parameters are of primary interests. Moreover, even with somewhat large
standard errors, all path parameters were statistically significant, even for as few as 3 items per sub-domain
and 300 examinees, suggesting that network development (Chapter 2) may not need inordinate sample sizes if
the graphical structure is of more interest than the exact magnitude of the path parameters. However, when
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accurate item parameter estimates are important (such as in developing item banks or comparing different
items), larger samples (in the thousands) are needed to achieve reasonable precision for item parameters. One
might expect that a highly multidimensional test, such as the one in this study, might need an inordinately large
sample size in order to adequately cover the full range of the person parameter space; however, in this study,
reasonable item parameter estimates were achieved with only 3000 examinees, similar to general guidelines
sometimes seen for calibrating unidimensional 2-parameter logistic IRT models.
3.6 Future Work
This study found that a sub-domain’s position in the network relative to other sub-domains strongly affects the
precision of person and path parameters related to that sub-domain. This suggests that sub-domains near the
bottom of the network should have more items, and those near the top fewer. A future study should investigate
how effectively measurement precision can be equalized across the network by varying the number of items
for each sub-domain (cf. Chapter 4 for a similar question in the context of adaptive testing). Similarly, it may
be possible to calculate an “effective” number of items for each sub-domain given the position in the network,
which may aid in making decisions about the distribution of items among sub-domains.
This study made use of an empirically developed network for an operational physics exam (Chapter 2) in
order to provide a greater connection between the results and practicalmeasurement scenarios. However, while
this network illustrated several general trends in the relationships between structure and parameter recovery,
the empirical network’s structure was not optimal for fully examining these trends. For example, while it was
clear that estimates for paths near the top of the network achieve better precision than paths near the bottom,
factors that affect the ordering of estimate quality for paths near the bottomwas not neatly discernible from this
network. A future study should vary network structure carefully and systematically to elucidate these trends.
Moreover, this study assumed that each sub-domain was measured directly by its own set of items, sug-
gesting that the sub-domains represent small units of course content with pre-requisite relationships. Other
measurement scenarios may make use of networks with a hierarchical structure in which latent variables at the
lowest level represent these discrete, directly measured instructional units and higher-level latent variables rep-
resent aggregating scores for coarser knowledge units (such as broad groups of concepts) that are not measured
directly. While it may be expected that the trends in measurement precision of such higher-level latent vari-
ables would follow the trends of latent variables near the top of the network in this study, future work should
investigate measurement precision in hierarchical networks explicitly.
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Chapter 4
Adaptive Item Selection with Graphical Knowledge Models
4.1 Introduction
Computerized Adaptive Testing (CAT) provides a technological framework that is very well suited for diagnos-
tic assessment: CAT can be administered quickly and easily in almost any location, the test specifications (e.g.
content covered) can be adjusted on the fly, and the results are available to students and instructors immediately
for rapid decision-making. Although unidimensional adaptive testing (originally known as “tailored” testing)
has been studied since the 1970s (e.g. Lord, 1971, 1977; Weiss, 1982), CAT with the multidimensional contin-
uous or discrete knowledge models suitable for effective diagnosis has received limited attention only recently
(e.g. McGlohen & Chang, 2008; Segall, 1996). Given the potential for graphical knowledge models to improve
the diagnostic utility of educational assessments, it will be key to understand how these models perform under
CAT conditions for them to find most widespread and beneficial use in authentic educational settings.
A key principle of CAT is that test items are not equally informative about person parameters at different
points on the latent scale. Rather, a (dichotomous) item is most informative when an examinee has about a 50%
probability of answering it correctly. Since examinees have different ability levels, the same set of items will
not be equally informative for all examinees. A CAT attempts to select the most informative items for a par-
ticular examinee from a large pool of available items, based on the evolving estimate of the examinee’s ability.
This optimal selection of the most informative items yields greater testing efficiencies, which become partic-
ularly crucial in diagnostic testing where the goal is to estimate many different sub-domain abilities without
overburdening the examinee with an exceptionally long test.
One of the primary design considerations in CAT beyond those found in fixed-form assessment is the al-
gorithm for selecting optimally informative items. For continuous multidimensional IRT models, algorithms
have been developed based on both Fisher information and Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence (e.g. Mulder &
Linden, 2010; Mulder & van der Linden, 2009); for discrete models, indices based on KL divergence and Shan-
non entropy have been proposed (e.g. McGlohen & Chang, 2008). One convenient feature of the KL-based
indices is their applicability to both continuous and discrete models (or to hybrid models). Moreover, C.Wang
and Chang (2011) provided results suggesting superior performance in the continuous case of an index based
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onmutual information. Mutual informationmeasures the reduction in uncertainty of one random variable due
to knowledge of another (Cover & Thomas, 2006), and thus lends itself well conceptually to CAT item selec-
tion: The best item is the one that provides the greatest reduction in uncertainty about the latent variable, i.e.
the item with the greatest mutual information with the latent variable. The mutual information between an
item and the posterior distribution of the latent variable is equivalent to the KL divergence between subsequent
posterior distributions after the item is observed (Mulder & Linden, 2010), which provides another convenient
interpretation for the item selection metric—choosing the item that provides the greatest expected change in
the posterior distribution after it is observed.
The mutual information between item xk and the latent variable’s posterior distribution jxk 1 is given
by:
IM (; xkjxk 1) =
X
xk
Z

f(; xkjxk 1) log f(; xkjxk 1)
f(jxk 1)f(xkjxk 1)d
=
X
xk
Z

f(xkj)f(jxk 1) log f(xkj)
f(xkjxk 1)d
= Ejxk 1

Exkj

log f(xkj)
f(xkjxk 1)

;
where f(xkjxk 1) is the posterior predictive density:
f(xkjxk 1) =
Z

f(xkj)f(jxk 1)d = Ejxk 1 [f(xkj)] :
Now, in a (high-dimensional) diagnostic context with continuous variables, computing the integration for mu-
tual information quickly becomes quite onerous. However, these integrals can be framed as an expectation
over the posterior distribution for the latent variable, which renders the computation amenable for Markov
Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) techniques (cf. Patz & Junker, 1999). Despite being suggested (Almond & Mis-
levy, 1999), usingMCMC in CAThas not been studied extensively. As the CAT progresses, a number of similar
distributions must each be computed (namely, the successive posterior distributions for the latent ability), and
it is possible that the burn-in period necessary for each successive distribution may decrease as the posterior
distribution focuses more tightly on the final ability estimate.
Since graphical knowledge models are a subset of unconstrained multidimensional IRT and DCMs, one
would expect the overall performance of CAT item selection algorithms to be similar. However, while the per-
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formance of these methods has been studied in the unconstrained case, it is not yet known how item selection
algorithmperformancewill varywith changes in the network structure of a graphical knowledgemodel. For ex-
ample, how does CAT performance change when the item bank provided different amounts of information for
different sub-domains? In the two-dimensional IRT case, most item selection algorithms achieve much greater
precision on the dimension with larger item discrimination parameters (C. Wang & Chang, 2011), as might
be expected. Unidimensional CAT often requires non-statistical constraints to balance domain content. CAT
based on graphical knowledge models provides a more measurement-informed alternative to non-statistical
constraints, since the item selection algorithm can automatically balance measurement precision of different
sub-domains instead of balancing raw numbers of items; however, this built-in content balancing is threat-
ened if imbalanced item information leads to more items selected from information-rich sub-domains. This
can happen because the mutual information criterion (like many other proposed criteria) allows for “compen-
satory” improvement in the posterior ability distribution—since information is only considered overall, even if
the posterior variance for one dimension is very small, the criterion will continue to select items from that di-
mension if they uniformly continue to reduce the posterior variance of the precise dimension more than items
for the imprecise dimension would reduce its (relatively larger) posterior variance. An altered criterion that
considers only the variance of the least-precise dimension may provide more uniform measurement precision
across the model.
The purpose of this paper is to examine performance of the mutual information item selection criterion
with graphical knowledge models when the item bank provides different levels of information for different
sub-domains.
4.2 Methods
The simulation study had five factors (Table 4.1): network size, sub-domain relationships, information dis-
tribution (balanced, imbalanced), test length, and item selection criterion. To provide real-world relevance,
simulations were based on the physics network structure from the network development paper (Chapter 2).
Additionally, simulations were also conducted with a simplified network with only 2 sub-domains, which pro-
vided a more-direct comparison with previous results (C. Wang & Chang, 2011). In all cases, CAT estimation
used the “true” graph. Four different sets of sub-domain relationships were overlaid on the network:
• independent sub-domains (simplified network only),
• weakly coupled sub-domains (path parameter= 0:45),
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Table 4.1: Adaptive Item Selection Simulation Design
Factor N Levels
Network Size 2 2 (simplified), 12 (physics)
Sub-Domain Relationships 4 Independent (simplified network),
Weakly coupled, Strongly coupled,
Empirical (physics network)
Information Distribution 3 Balanced, Parent-Favored, Child-Favored
Test Length 3 3-, 6-, 10-times number of sub-domains
Item Selection Criterion 5 Unrestricted, Item-Restricted,
Dimension-Restricted (point-estimate),
Dimension-Restricted (expected), Random
• strongly coupled sub-domains (path parameter= 1:0), and
• empirical network parameters from actual student responses (Chapter 2, physics network only).
Each item measured only one sub-domain directly. The item bank was composed of 50 items from each sub-
domain. Test length was 3-, 6-, or 10-times number of (observed) sub-domains (note, this does not imply that
exactly this number of items was administered for each sub-domain).
Items were simulated from a 2-parameter logistic (2PL) model:
P (Xj = 1j) = exp[ajk   bj ]
1 + exp[ajk   bj ] ;
where  = (Ip A) 1 is a linear combination of independent standard normal random variables as in a path
model (Chapter 2) and k is the component of  corresponding to the sub-domain for the given item. Note
that in this parameterization of the 2PL model, a and b are scaling and location parameters for  (as opposed
to the usual exp[a(  b)]). Item parameters came from three conditions: balanced, parent-favored, and child-
favored. In the balanced information condition, item discrimination parameters were sampled from the same
distribution a   1k Uniform(0:6; 1:4) for all sub-domains, where k is standard deviation for sub-domain k:
2k =
X
v
r2kv; R = (Ip  A) 1:
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In the parent-favored conditions, item discriminations parameters for parent sub-domains were sampled from
a high-information distribution a   1k Uniform(1:2; 1:6), and item discrimination for the remaining items
were sampled from a low-information distribution a   1k Uniform(0:4; 0:8). In the child-favored condi-
tions, the distributions for item-discrimination parameters were reversed. For the physics network, Kinemat-
ics, Dynamics, Work/Energy, and Moment of Inertia were taken as the “parent” sub-domains. Item difficulty
parameters were equally spaced on b 2 [ 1:5; 1:5].
Five item selection criteria were compared:
• the overall mutual information criterion, IM (; xkjxk 1), (unrestricted);
• the overall mutual information criterion, computed only for items that measure the sub-domain  with
the largest posterior variance (item-restricted);
• mutual information between items and the posterior distribution only of the least-precise sub-domain us-
ing the current expected a posterior estimate for the remaining sub-dimensions (y), IM (; xkjxk 1; ^y),
(dimension-restricted, point-estimate);
• the expected mutual information between items and the posterior distribution of the least-precise sub-
domain, Eyjxk 1 [IM (; xkjxk 1;y)] (dimension-restricted, expected); and
• random item selection.
The mutual information integration was computed via MCMC for the joint posterior knowledge distribution
(see Section 4.2.1). For the item- and dimension-restricted conditions, the focal sub-domain for the first item
was selected randomly.
For each condition, 1000 examinees were simulated. Disturbances  for each sub-domain (see Chapter 2)
were sampled from independent standard normal distributions. Expected a posteriori (EAP) person parameters
were obtained via MCMC. Based on brief preliminary studies, interim person parameter estimates were based
on 20,000 draws from the Markov chain, and final person parameter estimates were based on 40,000 draws.
Since the difference between the prior distribution (standard normal) and the posterior distribution after the
first item, as well as the the difference between successive posterior distributions, was not very large, no draws
were discarded as burn-in. To reduce the effect of autocorrelation, the chain was thinned to keep only 1 in 5
draws (i.e., for 20,000 draws for an interim person parameter estimate, theMarkov chain was actually advanced
100,000 iterations). These parameters were chosen to be highly conservative (i.e., an overly large number of
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draws) in order to reduce artifacts fromMCMC estimation, which was not related to the central purpose of this
study. Additional research is needed to optimize MCMC parameters for use in CAT.
Simulation results were evaluated by three criteria:
• person parameter recovery, both overall (Euclidean distance) and by sub-domain (root mean squared
error);
• item pool usage, both overall and by sub-domain; and
• number of items tested per sub-domain.
Particular attentionwill also be given to the relative precision of person parameter estimates across sub-domains.
Computation for this study was conducted using the Open Science Grid (OSG; Pordes et al., 2007; Sfiligoi et al.,
2009).
4.2.1 Computation of Mutual Information
As mentioned above, since the mutual information between an item and the posterior distribution for person
parameters can be written as a posterior expectation, the computation of mutual information is straightforward
via MCMC for the posterior person parameters. For dichotomous items, let P = P (Xk = 1j) and EP =
Ejxk 1 [P]. Then, the mutual information can be written as:
IM (; xkjxk 1) = Ejxk 1

Exkj

log f(xkj)
f(xkjxk 1)

= Ejxk 1 [P logP + (1  P) log(1  P)] 
EP log EP   (1  EP) log (1  EP) :
For N draws, t, t = 1; : : : ; N , from the Markov chain for the posterior distributions jxk 1, compute the
sample averages:
p1 = N
 1
NX
t
Pt
p2 = N
 1
NX
t
Pt logPt + (1  Pt) log(1  Pt):
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Then, the approximate mutual information is simply:
IM (; xkjxk 1) = p2   p1 log p1   (1  p1) log(1  p1):
Themutual information between items and the posterior distribution only of the least-precise sub-domain,
, using the current expected a posterior estimate for the remaining sub-dimensions, ^y, cannot be expressed
as a posterior expectation, but require integration only over a single dimension. It can be computed as:
IM (; xkjxk 1; ^y) =
X
xk
Z

f(; xkjxk 1; ^y) log f(; xkjxk 1; ^y)
f(jxk 1; ^y)f(xkjxk 1; ^y)
d
=
X
xk
Z

f(xkj; ^y)f(jxk 1; ^y) log f(xkj; ^y)
f(xkjxk 1; ^y)
d
/
X
xk
Z

f(xkj; ^y)f(xk 1j; ^y)f() log f(xkj; ^y)
f(xkjxk 1; ^y)
d;
where the proportionality constant does not depend on  or xk. The informed posterior predictive density
f(xkjxk 1; ^y) can be computed as:
f(xkjxk 1; ^y) = f(xk;xk 1j^y)
f(xk 1j^y)
=
R
 f(xk;xk 1j; ^y)f()dR
 f(xk 1j; ^y)f()d
:
Note that because the denominator above does not depend on xk, it constitutes a constant offset for all items
under consideration for selection, and thus does not need to be computed for item selection purposes. The
integral can be computed via Gauss-Hermite quadrature with weights wv and abscissae v as:
f(xkjxk 1; ^y) /
X
v
wvf(xk;xk 1jv; ^y):
Finally, the expected mutual information between items and the posterior distribution of the least-precise
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sub-domain is calculated similarly:
Eyjxk 1 [IM (; xkjxk 1;y)] =
Z
y
f(yjxk 1)IM (; xkjxk 1;y)dy
=
X
xk
Z

f(xkj)f(jxk 1) log f(xkj)
f(xkjxk 1;y)d
= Ejxk 1

Exkj

log f(xkj)
f(xkjxk 1;y)

:
For N draws, t, t = 1; : : : ; N , from the Markov chain for the posterior distributions jxk 1, the expected
mutual information-based selection index is thus:
E~I(; xkjxk 1) = N 1
X
t
X
xk
f(xkjt) log f(xkj
t)P
v wvf(xk;xk 1jv;ty)
:
4.3 Results
For the simplified network (2 sub-domains), when the two dimensions are independent and information is
balanced, the mutual information criteria all select an equal number of items from each sub-domain, and the
person parameter estimates for each sub-domain have approximately the same error (Table 4.2). When one
sub-domain has more information than the other, however, the full MI criterion selects many more items from
the information-rich sub-domain, yielding much more precise estimates. The item-restricted and dimension-
restricted MI criteria, on the other hand, select more items from the information-poor sub-domain, and thus
achieve a better balance of estimation precision across sub-domains. The improvement in precision in the
weaker sub-domain comes at the cost of precision in the stronger sub-domain, of course; and while the re-
stricted criteria approximately equalize precision of sub-domain estimates, the overall multidimensional error
(asmeasured by the Euclidean distance between the final person estimate and the true person parameter vectors)
is larger for the restricted criteria.
For weakly correlated sub-domains, even when information for the linear combination of person distur-
bances ( = (Ip   A) 1) is balanced, the parent sub-domain obtains additional information from items for
the child sub-domain. Thus, even though the full MI criterion selects the same number of items from each
sub-domain, the difference in estimation precision between the parent and child sub-domains is slightly in-
flated; and, the dimension-restricted criteria select slightly more items for the child sub-domain to compensate.
For strongly correlated sub-domains, this trend is enhanced, and the dimension-restricted criteria select items
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Table 4.2: Person Parameter Estimation and Number of Items by Sub-domain, Simple
Network
Parent Child
Relationship Information Criterion Euclidean RMSE # RMSE #
Independent Balanced Full 0.73 0.56 6 0.60 6
Item 0.72 0.56 6 0.59 6
Point 0.74 0.60 6 0.59 6
Parent Full 0.80 0.44 9 0.82 3
Item 0.85 0.65 3 0.71 9
Point 0.86 0.66 3 0.70 9
Weak Balanced Full 0.75 0.56 6 0.64 6
Item 0.76 0.60 5 0.62 7
Point 0.73 0.59 5 0.57 7
Parent Full 0.87 0.45 9.6 0.90 2.4
Item 0.90 0.70 2 0.74 10
Point 0.93 0.72 2 0.77 10
Child Full 0.83 0.79 3 0.55 9
Item 0.84 0.68 8 0.67 4
Point 0.86 0.67 8 0.70 4
Strong Balanced Full 0.79 0.51 6 0.76 6
Item 0.88 0.69 1 0.75 11
Point 0.87 0.67 1 0.73 11
Parent Full 0.88 0.39 11 0.95 1
Item 0.96 0.74 1 0.80 11
Point 0.98 0.72 1 0.85 11
Child Full 0.87 0.72 1.3 0.72 10.7
Item 0.93 0.74 1 0.77 11
Point 0.94 0.78 0 0.78 12
Note: Results are shown for tests with 6-times as many items as sub-domains (total of 12 items). Other
conditions performed similarly (see Appendix C). Since the “parent” and “child” labels are reversible in the
independent condition, only one set of imbalanced information results is shown.
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almost exclusively from the child sub-domain to compensate. Due to the sub-domain correlations under the
conditions of this study, this still yields a substantial amount of information for the parent sub-domain. In fact,
even when item discrimination parameters favor the child sub-domain, the restricted criteria still continue to
select items from the child sub-domain, since the strong correlation between the two dimensions yields suffi-
cient information about the weaker parent sub-domain with items from the stronger child sub-domain.
For the item pools in this study, the mutual information-based selection criteria tend to over-select a small
subset (less than half) of the most-informative items, leaving over half of the items never selected. The number
of items selected for each sub-domain (Table 4.2) reflect the item pool usage trends among the different selec-
tion criteria: The restricted criteria under-utilize items from the information-rich sub-domain and over-utilize
items from the information-poor sub-domain. While the restricted criteria reduce the number of never-used
items on the sub-domain they favor, these items become over-exposed, and the number of never-used items on
the unfavored sub-domain increases, increasing disparities in item exposure rates.
Results for the physics network followed the same general trends. Due to the network structure, the Kine-
matics sub-domain accumulated information from items for all other sub-domains, and thus was able to achieve
the best estimation precision under all item selection criteria when correlations were strong. When correla-
tions were weak, the dimension-restricted criteria favored children sub-domains approximately equally, but
when correlations were strong, the restricted criteria focused primarily on the several sub-domains with the
least information available (RotationalWork/Energy, Rotational Equilibrium, and AngularMomentum) at the
bottom of the network (Table 4.3).
4.4 Discussion
This study demonstrates that the restrictedmutual information item selection criteria are effective at equalizing
measurement precision in CAT when an item pool provides more-informative items for some sub-domains
than others. Equalizing the measurement precision across sub-domains does come at a cost, though: Global
measurement precision may decrease (as in this study), and item-pool usage degrades as item from more-
informative sub-domains are under used and items from less-informative sub-domains are over exposed. If
the purpose of a CAT is diagnostic and not summative, the former cost may be inconsequential, as the indi-
vidual sub-domain estimates are of most interest. The latter cost may be mitigated by incorporating exposure
control mechanisms. Alternatively, test developers may simply need to focus on producing more items for less-
informative sub-domains to compensate for their overexposure. Moreover, when sub-domain relationships
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Table 4.3: Number of Items by Sub-domain, Physics Network
Weak Relationships Strong Relationships
Sub-domain Parent Child Parent Child
Kinematics 1 3 0 0
Circular Motion 3.5 2 1.5 1
Dynamics 1 2.7 0 0
Friction 3.8 1 2 1.4
Work/Energy 1 5 0.3 0.2
Momentum 3 2 1.4 1
Reference Frames 3.7 2 1.5 1
Moment of Inertia 1 5.8 1 2.4
Rotational Dynamics 3 2 1.8 4
Rotational Work/Energy 5.7 3 10.6 10.7
Rotational Equilibrium 4 2.4 6 4.4
Angular Momentum 5 3 10 9
Note: Results are shown for tests with 3-times as many items as sub-domains (total of 36
items) and the item-restricted criterion. “Parent” and “child” columns are for the parent-
favored and child-favored information conditions, respectively. “Parent” sub-domains are
marked with an asterisk.
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are strong, items from sub-domains at the bottom of the network (few descendants, many ancestors) tend to
be heavily emphasized by the restricted MI criteria due to their relative poverty of information and the fact
that they provide strong information for their ancestors, further reducing the need for selecting items from
sub-domains high in the network (few ancestors, many descendants). This may indicate a need for content
balancing to ensure coverage of the unique content of these sub-domains.
Finally, in terms of sub-domain person parameter estimation and itemusage, the item-restricted and dimen-
sion-restricted performed very similarly. On one hand, this may suggest an indifference between the techniques
for operational usage. However, the restricted criteria differ markedly in their computational performance:
The item-restricted criterion requires summation over the number of draws from the Markov chain, while the
point-estimate dimension-restricted criterion sums only over a fixed number of Gaussian quadrature points.
The expected dimension-restricted criterion is computationally most intensive, requiring summation over the
product of draws from the Markov chain and the quadrature points. While the dimension-restricted criterion
needs to be computed for more items than the item-restricted criterion, if the number of Markov chain draws
is large, the point-estimate dimension-restricted criterion still takes considerably less time to compute. When
the number of dimensions is relatively small (as in the simplified network in this study), this difference can be
considerable, though as the number of dimensions increases, the time required to compute the interim ability
estimates begins to dominate the time taken to compute the item selection criteria, and the difference between
the item-restricted and point-estimate dimension-restricted becomes less important to the total CAT compu-
tation time. In this study, with conservative MCMC parameters (i.e., an overly large number of draws), item
selection using the item-restricted and point-estimate dimension-restricted criteria for the physics network (12
dimensions) took approximately 3-4 seconds per item on average. While this may be rather slow for scenarios
in which many tests must be managed by a single processor, in a distributed testing environment in which each
examinee is sitting at a separate computer with its own processor, this computation time can be easily accom-
modated while examinees are reading and deliberating about each test item, and the time could likely be further
reduced with optimized MCMC parameters.
4.5 Future Work
In this study, the “true” network structurewas used to estimate person parameters. However, obtaining a correct
latent variable structure is a challenging task. There may be many scenarios in which a “good enough” network
can provide reasonable results; however, the CAT performance of graphical knowledge models with erroneous
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networks has not yet been investigated to determine the extent to which an erroneous network may affect item
selection and final person parameter estimates.
Moreover, this study assumed that each sub-domain was measured directly by its own set of items, sug-
gesting that the sub-domains represents small units of course content with pre-requisite relationships. Other
measurement scenarios may make use of networks with a hierarchical structure in which latent variables at the
lowest level represent these discrete, directly measured instructional units and higher-level latent variables rep-
resent aggregating scores for coarser knowledge units that are not measured directly. Results from this study
suggest that these higher-level latent variables are likely to be estimated with good precision under any of the
mutual-information criteria. However, if the network is partitioned into nearly independent sub-graphs, there
may be complex interactions between the measurement precision of higher-level latent variables and the dis-
tribution of information among items measuring their various lower-level constructs. Further studies should
investigate the performance of themutual information selection criteria under hierarchical network conditions.
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Chapter 5
Concluding Reflections
The increasing emphasis on standardized educational assessment in current U.S. policy discussions provides a
tremendous opportunity for teachers to gain access to valuable tools to help them make instructional decisions
more efficiently. But, this potential can only be realized if our educational assessments provide sufficient diag-
nostic detail to merit the time spent on them. Graphical models for student knowledge are a simple, intuitive
way to break down test information into diagnostic pieces. Although graphical knowledge models have been
studied in the artificial intelligence community for some time, particularly in connection with intelligent tutor-
ing systems, they have received less attention from mainstream educational assessment. This may be due, in
part, to the increased computational demands of these high-dimensional models. But, with the advent of very
fast, relatively cheap computers and new computational techniques for high-dimensional latent variable mod-
els, graphical knowledge model is poised for greater acceptance in operational educational measurement—and
interest in graphical modeling appears to be increasing: A pre-conference workshop on Bayesian networks has
been held at the annual meeting of the National Council on Measurement in Education for several years now,
and last year’s meeting included an entire paper session dedicated to Bayesian networks.
Aside from unfamiliarity with graphical modeling techniques, one impediment to greater adoption in the
educational assessment community has been weak understanding of the operational properties of tests based on
graphical knowledge models beyond the special case of unidimensional IRT. This dissertation begins to break
down this barrier by investigating calibration properties of graphical knowledge models from the perspective
of a couple of very practical questions connected with operational test construction (e.g., how many items,
how many examinees?). For adaptive testing, this dissertation advances the recent area of multidimensional
CAT and the barely nascent area of CAT with graphical knowledge models, again oriented toward a practical
operational testing concern, by investigating the performance of several item selection criteria when the item
bank provides more information for some sub-domains than others.
But perhaps most importantly, this dissertation demonstrates the use of graphical knowledge models in an
authentic educational setting. Not only is a graphical model developed for an existing, operational curriculum-
linked diagnostic assessment, but this same “real” network forms the basis for the following simulation stud-
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ies. Using an actual diagnostic assessment for this dissertation will hopefully speed the adoption of graphical
knowledgemodels in at least one assessment program, and as educational assessment practitioners see graphical
knowledgemodels used increasingly in this and other assessment programs, graphical knowledgemodeling will
gain greater traction for providing rich diagnostic information for teachers’ instructional decision-making.
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Appendix A
Final Item Parameters and Fit Statistics
This appendix provides itemparameters for the final linear pathmodel (Fig. 2.2) for the physics data (Chapter 2).
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Table A.1: Item Parameters for Linear Path Model
Difficulty Discrimination
Item Estimate S.E. Dimension Estimate S.E.
1 -0.71 0.07 Kinematics 1.27 0.09
Trigonometry 0.57 0.07
2 -1.88 0.10 Kinematics 1.35 0.10
3 -3.77 0.22 Circular Motion 0.38 0.07
4 -0.95 0.07 Circular Motion 0.15 0.03
5 -1.48 0.08 Circular Motion 0.39 0.04
6 -2.03 0.10 Dynamics 0.30 0.03
7 -1.88 0.09 Circular Motion 0.28 0.04
8 -1.01 0.07 Kinematics 0.46 0.07
Trigonometry -0.16 0.07
9 -3.13 0.17 Kinematics 1.14 0.13
10 -2.07 0.14 Friction 1.00 0.07
Trigonometry 1.50 0.12
11 0.93 0.07 Friction 0.34 0.03
12 -2.07 0.11 Kinematics 0.02 0.15
Friction 0.59 0.07
13 -1.97 0.11 Kinematics 1.57 0.11
14 -1.13 0.08 Friction 0.59 0.04
Trigonometry 0.51 0.08
15 -1.33 0.08 Kinematics -0.07 0.15
Dynamics 0.22 0.04
16 -2.25 0.11 Kinematics 1.09 0.10
17 -2.82 0.14 Kinematics 1.07 0.12
18 -6.05 0.52 Kinematics 2.70 0.31
19 -3.78 0.23 Kinematics 1.87 0.17
20 -3.88 0.24 Kinematics 2.09 0.18
21 -1.24 0.08 Dynamics 0.26 0.02
22 0.35 0.07 Friction 0.50 0.04
23 -3.23 0.16 Dynamics 0.20 0.04
24 -0.10 0.06 Work/Energy 0.28 0.11
Momentum -0.01 0.06
25 -1.52 0.12 Work/Energy -4.32 0.33
Momentum 2.97 0.18
26 -0.12 0.08 Work/Energy -3.82 0.28
Momentum 2.50 0.14
27 -1.99 0.09 Momentum -0.15 0.13
Reference Frames 0.22 0.09
28 -1.41 0.08 Reference Frames 0.20 0.02
29 -1.77 0.10 Reference Frames 0.24 0.02
30 -2.67 0.13 Momentum 0.25 0.03
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Table A.1: Item Parameters for Linear Path Model (continued)
Difficulty Discrimination
Item Estimate S.E. Dimension Estimate S.E.
31 -1.23 0.10 Momentum -2.58 0.24
Reference Frames 2.09 0.13
32 -2.54 0.15 Momentum -3.10 0.29
Reference Frames 2.52 0.16
33 -1.75 0.09 Work/Energy 0.49 0.05
34 -1.75 0.09 Work/Energy 0.33 0.04
35 -0.46 0.07 Momentum 0.28 0.02
36 -0.33 0.06 Work/Energy 0.50 0.04
37 -1.67 0.09 Work/Energy 0.20 0.12
Reference Frames 0.15 0.05
38 -1.88 0.10 Momentum 0.31 0.03
39 -2.24 0.11 Momentum 0.20 0.03
40 -0.85 0.07 Momentum 0.20 0.02
41 -3.88 0.23 Momentum 0.31 0.05
42 -1.35 0.07 Momentum 0.12 0.02
43 -2.18 0.12 Work/Energy 0.69 0.06
Trigonometry -0.09 0.09
44 -1.08 0.08 Work/Energy 0.63 0.05
45 -0.65 0.07 Work/Energy 0.42 0.04
46 -2.67 0.13 Rotational Equilibrium 0.33 0.05
47 -0.70 0.07 Rotational Equilibrium 0.46 0.04
48 1.21 0.08 Rotational Equilibrium 0.41 0.04
49 0.27 0.07 Rotational Equilibrium 0.40 0.04
Trigonometry 0.55 0.07
50 -0.30 0.06 Rotational Dynamics 0.30 0.03
51 -0.66 0.07 Rotational Work/Energy 0.19 0.02
52 -0.80 0.06 Rotational Work/Energy 0.11 0.02
53 -2.22 0.12 Rotational Work/Energy 0.34 0.04
54 -1.30 0.09 Angular Momentum 0.72 0.06
55 -2.81 0.16 Angular Momentum 0.84 0.08
56 -1.99 0.10 Rotational Work/Energy 0.10 0.04
Angular Momentum 0.28 0.07
57 -2.85 0.16 Moment of Inertia 0.79 0.07
58 -0.35 0.06 Rotational Dynamics 0.19 0.02
Trigonometry 0.38 0.06
59 0.02 0.06 Rotational Work/Energy 0.12 0.02
Trigonometry 0.13 0.06
60 -2.64 0.14 Rotational Dynamics 0.46 0.04
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Table A.1: Item Parameters for Linear Path Model (continued)
Difficulty Discrimination
Item Estimate S.E. Dimension Estimate S.E.
61 -2.47 0.13 Rotational Work/Energy 0.32 0.04
62 0.45 0.06 Angular Momentum 0.38 0.04
63 -1.38 0.08 Moment of Inertia 0.34 0.03
64 -0.75 0.07 Rotational Work/Energy 0.20 0.02
65 -1.32 0.08 Moment of Inertia 0.52 0.04
66 -1.25 0.08 Rotational Dynamics 0.35 0.03
67 -0.54 0.07 Rotational Dynamics 0.39 0.03
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Table A.2: PPMC Item Fit Statistics
Item Observed Independence Linear Final Paths
1 0.62 (0.59, 0.65) (0.60, 0.66) (0.60, 0.66)
2 0.80 (0.78, 0.82) (0.79, 0.83) (0.79, 0.83)
3 0.97 (0.96, 0.98) (0.96, 0.98) (0.96, 0.98)
4 0.71 (0.69, 0.74) (0.69, 0.74) (0.69, 0.74)
5 0.77 (0.75, 0.80) (0.76, 0.80) (0.76, 0.80)
6 0.84 (0.82, 0.86) (0.83, 0.87) (0.83, 0.87)
7 0.85 (0.83, 0.86) (0.83, 0.87) (0.83, 0.87)
8 0.72 (0.70, 0.75) (0.70, 0.75) (0.70, 0.75)
9 0.93 (0.91, 0.94) (0.92, 0.95) (0.92, 0.95)
10 0.71 (0.69, 0.74) (0.70, 0.75) (0.70, 0.75)
11 0.31 (0.28, 0.34) (0.29, 0.34) (0.29, 0.34)
12 0.81 (0.79, 0.84) (0.80, 0.84) (0.80, 0.84)
13 0.79 (0.77, 0.81) (0.78, 0.83) (0.78, 0.83)
14 0.68 (0.65, 0.70) (0.66, 0.71) (0.66, 0.72)
15 0.76 (0.74, 0.79) (0.74, 0.79) (0.75, 0.79)
16 0.86 (0.84, 0.88) (0.85, 0.88) (0.85, 0.89)
17 0.91 (0.89, 0.93) (0.90, 0.93) (0.90, 0.93)
18 0.97 (0.95, 0.97) (0.96, 0.98) (0.96, 0.98)
19 0.92 (0.91, 0.94) (0.92, 0.94) (0.91, 0.95)
20 0.92 (0.90, 0.93) (0.91, 0.94) (0.91, 0.94)
21 0.74 (0.71, 0.76) (0.72, 0.77) (0.72, 0.77)
22 0.43 (0.40, 0.46) (0.41, 0.46) (0.41, 0.47)
23 0.95 (0.94, 0.96) (0.94, 0.96) (0.94, 0.96)
24 0.52 (0.49, 0.55) (0.50, 0.55) (0.50, 0.55)
25 0.64 (0.62, 0.67) (0.63, 0.68) (0.63, 0.68)
26 0.51 (0.48, 0.53) (0.49, 0.54) (0.49, 0.54)
27 0.86 (0.85, 0.88) (0.85, 0.89) (0.85, 0.89)
28 0.76 (0.73, 0.78) (0.74, 0.79) (0.74, 0.79)
29 0.79 (0.77, 0.81) (0.78, 0.82) (0.78, 0.82)
30 0.91 (0.89, 0.92) (0.90, 0.93) (0.90, 0.93)
31 0.65 (0.63, 0.68) (0.63, 0.69) (0.63, 0.69)
32 0.76 (0.74, 0.79) (0.74, 0.79) (0.75, 0.79)
33 0.81 (0.79, 0.83) (0.79, 0.84) (0.79, 0.84)
34 0.83 (0.81, 0.85) (0.81, 0.86) (0.81, 0.86)
35 0.59 (0.56, 0.61) (0.57, 0.62) (0.57, 0.62)
36 0.56 (0.53, 0.59) (0.54, 0.60) (0.54, 0.60)
37 0.78 (0.76, 0.81) (0.77, 0.82) (0.77, 0.82)
38 0.81 (0.79, 0.83) (0.80, 0.84) (0.80, 0.84)
39 0.88 (0.86, 0.90) (0.87, 0.90) (0.87, 0.90)
40 0.68 (0.65, 0.70) (0.66, 0.71) (0.66, 0.71)
Note: Observed item fit statistics (proportion correct) are shown along with the
PPMC 95% confidence intervals for the multidimensional independence model,
linear model (Fig. 2.2), and final path model (Fig. 2.1).
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Table A.2: PPMC Item Fit Statistics (continued)
Item Observed Independence Linear Final Paths
41 0.96 (0.95, 0.97) (0.95, 0.98) (0.95, 0.97)
42 0.78 (0.76, 0.80) (0.76, 0.81) (0.76, 0.81)
43 0.83 (0.81, 0.85) (0.82, 0.86) (0.82, 0.86)
44 0.69 (0.66, 0.71) (0.67, 0.73) (0.67, 0.73)
45 0.63 (0.60, 0.66) (0.61, 0.66) (0.61, 0.67)
46 0.91 (0.89, 0.92) (0.89, 0.93) (0.89, 0.93)
47 0.62 (0.59, 0.64) (0.60, 0.66) (0.60, 0.66)
48 0.28 (0.25, 0.30) (0.25, 0.30) (0.25, 0.30)
49 0.44 (0.41, 0.47) (0.42, 0.48) (0.42, 0.48)
50 0.56 (0.53, 0.58) (0.54, 0.59) (0.54, 0.59)
51 0.64 (0.61, 0.67) (0.62, 0.67) (0.62, 0.67)
52 0.68 (0.65, 0.70) (0.66, 0.71) (0.66, 0.71)
53 0.83 (0.81, 0.85) (0.82, 0.86) (0.82, 0.86)
54 0.70 (0.67, 0.73) (0.69, 0.74) (0.69, 0.74)
55 0.86 (0.84, 0.87) (0.85, 0.88) (0.85, 0.89)
56 0.84 (0.82, 0.87) (0.82, 0.86) (0.82, 0.86)
57 0.85 (0.83, 0.87) (0.85, 0.88) (0.84, 0.88)
58 0.57 (0.55, 0.60) (0.55, 0.61) (0.55, 0.60)
59 0.49 (0.47, 0.52) (0.47, 0.52) (0.47, 0.53)
60 0.87 (0.85, 0.88) (0.86, 0.89) (0.86, 0.89)
61 0.86 (0.85, 0.88) (0.86, 0.89) (0.85, 0.89)
62 0.40 (0.37, 0.43) (0.38, 0.43) (0.38, 0.43)
63 0.77 (0.74, 0.79) (0.75, 0.80) (0.75, 0.80)
64 0.65 (0.63, 0.68) (0.63, 0.68) (0.63, 0.68)
65 0.72 (0.70, 0.75) (0.71, 0.76) (0.71, 0.76)
66 0.72 (0.70, 0.75) (0.71, 0.76) (0.71, 0.76)
67 0.59 (0.57, 0.62) (0.57, 0.63) (0.58, 0.63)
Note: Observed item fit statistics (proportion correct) are shown along with the
PPMC 95% confidence intervals for the multidimensional independence model,
linear model (Fig. 2.2), and final path model (Fig. 2.1).
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Appendix B
Complete Parameter Recovery Tables
This appendix provides the complete results for all conditions of the parameter recovery study (Chapter 3).
Sub-domains are labeled with the following numbers:
1. Kinematics
2. Circular Motion
3. Dynamics
4. Friction
5. Work/Energy
6. Momentum
7. Reference Frames
8. Moment of Inertia
9. Rotational Dynamics
10. Rotational Work/Energy
11. Rotational Equilibrium
12. Angular Momentum
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Table B.4: Person Parameter RMSE, Unidi-
mensional Comparison
Examinees
Parameters Items 300 1000 3000
Uniform 36 0.374 0.369 0.367
72 0.273 0.270 0.269
120 0.215 0.212 0.212
Random 36 0.385 0.380 0.379
72 0.272 0.269 0.268
120 0.209 0.206 0.205
Note: RMSE shown for the person parameter of a unidi-
mensional test.
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Table B.8: Average Item Parameter RMSE, Uniform Item Parameters
Relationships Items Examinees Difficulty Discrimination
Weak 3 300 0.198 0.272
600 0.103 0.143
1000 0.060 0.082
6 300 0.172 0.226
600 0.092 0.121
1000 0.052 0.068
10 300 0.164 0.203
600 0.088 0.107
1000 0.050 0.061
Strong 3 300 0.232 0.229
600 0.123 0.122
1000 0.068 0.068
6 300 0.204 0.187
600 0.107 0.101
1000 0.062 0.056
10 300 0.197 0.175
600 0.103 0.090
1000 0.059 0.052
Empirical 3 300 0.221 0.219
600 0.116 0.115
1000 0.065 0.065
6 300 0.194 0.179
600 0.104 0.094
1000 0.059 0.054
10 300 0.185 0.160
600 0.100 0.085
1000 0.057 0.049
Unidimensional 36 300 0.150 0.188
600 0.079 0.098
1000 0.045 0.056
72 300 0.142 0.175
600 0.078 0.093
1000 0.044 0.054
120 300 0.143 0.168
600 0.077 0.090
1000 0.045 0.052
Note: Average RMSE for item parameters shown under the uniform item parameter
condition.
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Table B.9: Average Item Parameter RMSE, Random Item Parameters
Relationships Items Examinees Difficulty Discrimination
Weak 3 300 0.198 0.278
600 0.105 0.147
1000 0.060 0.083
6 300 0.177 0.232
600 0.093 0.123
1000 0.053 0.070
10 300 0.164 0.202
600 0.088 0.107
1000 0.051 0.063
Strong 3 300 0.231 0.236
600 0.123 0.123
1000 0.070 0.070
6 300 0.204 0.197
600 0.109 0.104
1000 0.062 0.057
10 300 0.196 0.172
600 0.104 0.092
1000 0.060 0.052
Empirical 3 300 0.224 0.227
600 0.118 0.119
1000 0.068 0.068
6 300 0.195 0.187
600 0.106 0.096
1000 0.060 0.055
10 300 0.187 0.166
600 0.100 0.087
1000 0.058 0.050
Unidimensional 36 300 0.151 0.182
600 0.081 0.097
1000 0.045 0.056
72 300 0.142 0.171
600 0.079 0.093
1000 0.046 0.054
120 300 0.142 0.170
600 0.078 0.093
1000 0.045 0.053
Note: Average RMSE for item parameters shown under the random item parameter
condition.
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Table B.10: Average Item Parameter RMSE,
Empirical Items
Examinees Difficulty Discrimination
300 0.263 0.246
600 0.137 0.130
1000 0.075 0.074
1215 0.120 0.116
Note: Average RMSE for item parameters shown un-
der the fully empirical condition.
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Appendix C
Complete Item Selection Tables
This appendix provides the complete results for all conditions of the item selection study (Chatper 4).
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Table C.1: Person Parameter Estimation and Number of Items by Sub-domain,
Simple Network: 3-fold length
Parent Child
Relationship Information Criterion Euclidean RMSE # RMSE #
Independent Balanced Random 1.03 0.84 2.9 0.81 3.1
Full 0.89 0.72 3.0 0.71 3.0
Item 0.90 0.71 3.0 0.72 3.0
Point 0.87 0.72 3.0 0.69 3.0
Expected 0.84 0.64 3.0 0.70 3.0
Parent Random 1.05 0.73 3.0 0.94 3.0
Full 0.99 0.50 5.9 1.03 0.1
Item 0.96 0.72 2.0 0.81 4.0
Point 0.98 0.75 2.0 0.81 4.0
Expected 0.94 0.71 2.0 0.79 4.0
Weak Balanced Random 1.00 0.79 3.0 0.82 3.0
Full 0.92 0.70 3.0 0.77 3.0
Item 0.91 0.75 2.6 0.71 3.4
Point 0.90 0.70 2.6 0.75 3.4
Expected 0.92 0.70 2.6 0.76 3.4
Parent Random 1.02 0.71 3.0 0.90 3.0
Full 0.96 0.52 6.0 0.99 0.0
Item 1.06 0.84 1.0 0.85 5.0
Point 1.05 0.81 1.0 0.86 5.0
Expected 1.05 0.83 1.0 0.85 5.0
Child Random 1.02 0.87 3.0 0.78 3.0
Full 0.99 0.93 0.0 0.64 6.0
Item 0.98 0.79 4.0 0.77 2.0
Point 0.95 0.75 4.0 0.79 2.0
Expected 0.95 0.76 4.0 0.77 2.0
Strong Balanced Random 1.04 0.74 3.0 0.91 3.0
Full 0.92 0.63 3.1 0.85 2.9
Item 0.98 0.75 1.0 0.83 5.0
Point 0.97 0.73 1.0 0.83 5.0
Expected 0.97 0.74 1.0 0.81 5.0
Parent Random 1.03 0.72 3.0 0.93 3.0
Full 0.96 0.54 6.0 0.97 0.0
Item 1.06 0.80 1.0 0.90 5.0
Point 1.05 0.80 1.0 0.88 5.0
Expected 1.05 0.79 1.0 0.92 5.0
Child Random 1.06 0.82 3.0 0.88 3.0
Full 0.97 0.80 0.0 0.76 6.0
Item 0.98 0.78 1.0 0.82 5.0
Point 0.96 0.76 0.0 0.79 6.0
Expected 0.97 0.79 0.0 0.80 6.0
Note: Results are shown for tests with 3-times as many items as sub-domains (total of 6 items).
Since the “parent” and “child” labels are reversible in the independent condition, only one set of
imbalanced information results is shown.
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Table C.2: Person Parameter Estimation andNumber of Items by Sub-domain, Sim-
ple Network: 6-fold length
Parent Child
Relationship Information Criterion Euclidean RMSE # RMSE #
Independent Balanced Random 0.84 0.66 6.0 0.68 6.0
Full 0.73 0.56 6.0 0.60 6.0
Item 0.72 0.56 6.0 0.59 6.0
Point 0.74 0.60 6.0 0.59 6.0
Expected 0.76 0.60 6.0 0.62 6.0
Parent Random 0.90 0.60 5.9 0.83 6.1
Full 0.80 0.44 9.0 0.82 3.0
Item 0.85 0.65 3.0 0.71 9.0
Point 0.86 0.66 3.0 0.70 9.0
Expected 0.84 0.67 3.0 0.67 9.0
Weak Balanced Random 0.88 0.67 6.0 0.74 6.0
Full 0.75 0.56 5.9 0.64 6.1
Item 0.76 0.60 5.0 0.62 7.0
Point 0.73 0.59 5.0 0.57 7.0
Expected 0.74 0.59 5.0 0.61 7.0
Parent Random 0.92 0.60 6.0 0.86 6.0
Full 0.87 0.45 9.6 0.90 2.4
Item 0.90 0.70 2.0 0.74 10.0
Point 0.93 0.72 2.0 0.77 10.0
Expected 0.90 0.72 2.0 0.73 10.0
Child Random 0.95 0.84 6.0 0.68 6.0
Full 0.83 0.79 3.0 0.55 9.0
Item 0.84 0.68 8.0 0.67 4.0
Point 0.86 0.67 8.0 0.70 4.0
Expected 0.83 0.67 8.0 0.67 4.0
Strong Balanced Random 0.94 0.63 5.9 0.86 6.1
Full 0.79 0.51 6.1 0.76 5.9
Item 0.88 0.69 1.0 0.75 11.0
Point 0.87 0.67 1.0 0.73 11.0
Expected 0.91 0.71 1.0 0.77 11.0
Parent Random 0.95 0.58 6.0 0.94 6.0
Full 0.88 0.39 11.1 0.95 0.9
Item 0.96 0.74 1.0 0.80 11.0
Point 0.98 0.72 1.0 0.85 11.0
Expected 0.98 0.75 1.0 0.83 11.0
Child Random 0.95 0.73 6.0 0.81 6.0
Full 0.87 0.72 1.3 0.72 10.7
Item 0.93 0.74 1.0 0.77 11.0
Point 0.94 0.78 0.0 0.78 12.0
Expected 0.91 0.76 0.0 0.75 12.0
Note: Results are shown for tests with 6-times as many items as sub-domains (total of 12 items). Since
the “parent” and “child” labels are reversible in the independent condition, only one set of imbalanced
information results is shown.
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Table C.3: Person Parameter Estimation andNumber of Items by Sub-domain, Sim-
ple Network: 10-fold length
Parent Child
Relationship Information Criterion Euclidean RMSE # RMSE #
Independent Balanced Random 0.74 0.58 10.0 0.60 10.0
Full 0.59 0.47 10.2 0.48 9.8
Item 0.61 0.50 10.0 0.48 10.0
Point 0.62 0.50 10.0 0.50 10.0
Expected 0.61 0.49 10.0 0.48 10.0
Parent Random 0.79 0.50 10.1 0.74 9.9
Full 0.71 0.38 13.1 0.73 6.9
Item 0.74 0.59 4.2 0.60 15.8
Point 0.72 0.57 4.2 0.60 15.8
Expected 0.73 0.57 4.2 0.59 15.8
Weak Balanced Random 0.75 0.58 10.1 0.63 9.9
Full 0.64 0.49 9.6 0.53 10.4
Item 0.65 0.52 8.2 0.52 11.8
Point 0.64 0.51 8.2 0.53 11.8
Expected 0.64 0.51 8.1 0.52 11.9
Parent Random 0.80 0.49 10.0 0.79 10.0
Full 0.76 0.38 13.9 0.79 6.1
Item 0.81 0.64 3.1 0.67 16.9
Point 0.82 0.64 3.1 0.67 16.9
Expected 0.78 0.62 3.1 0.64 16.9
Child Random 0.83 0.75 9.8 0.59 10.2
Full 0.72 0.69 6.7 0.47 13.3
Item 0.75 0.61 13.8 0.60 6.2
Point 0.75 0.61 13.8 0.60 6.2
Expected 0.73 0.61 13.8 0.56 6.2
Strong Balanced Random 0.84 0.55 10.0 0.80 10.0
Full 0.71 0.45 10.1 0.68 9.9
Item 0.87 0.71 1.0 0.74 19.0
Point 0.89 0.71 1.0 0.78 19.0
Expected 0.86 0.68 1.0 0.72 19.0
Parent Random 0.83 0.47 9.9 0.83 10.1
Full 0.80 0.34 15.5 0.88 4.5
Item 0.93 0.73 1.0 0.78 19.0
Point 0.95 0.69 1.0 0.84 19.0
Expected 0.94 0.72 1.0 0.80 19.0
Child Random 0.86 0.65 9.9 0.74 10.1
Full 0.80 0.66 4.4 0.68 15.6
Item 0.86 0.71 1.0 0.71 19.0
Point 0.88 0.72 0.1 0.75 19.9
Expected 0.90 0.77 0.2 0.77 19.8
Note: Results are shown for testswith 10-times asmany items as sub-domains (total of 20 items). Since
the “parent” and “child” labels are reversible in the independent condition, only one set of imbalanced
information results is shown.
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Appendix D
Item Response Path Model Derivatives
D.1 Model Definitions
Consider the following general dichotomous item response theory model:
P (X = 1jz) = e
z
1 + ez
(D.1)
LetQ = 1  P = 1/(1 + ez), and let  be a generic parameter of z. Note that:
@
@
PQ = (Q  P )@P
@
(D.2)
Now, consider a general model with pseudo-guessing parameter:
P (X = 1jc; z) = c+ (1  c) e
z
1 + ez
(D.3)
LetQ = 1  P , and let L = (P )x(Q)1 x be the likelihood for the given item. Notice that:
(1  c)Q = 1  c  P + Pc = 1  [c+ (1  c)P ] = Q (D.4)
For the unidimensional 2- and 3-parameter logistic models, the exponent z = a(   b). Here, however,
we will use the following p-dimensional parameterization:
z = 0(Ip  A) 1	   b (D.5)
where  is a vector of loadings (akin to the 2PL discrimination parameter, a), Ip is a p  p identity matrix,
A is a matrix of path coefficients between latent variables (as in the reticular action model), 	 is a diagonal
matrix with non-negative entries giving the standard deviations for the p latent variables, and   Np(0; Ip)
is a p-dimensional vector of independent standard normally distributed variables. In multidimensional Rasch
models, the entries of  are either 0 or 1. Here, we will let the entries of  take any (generally non-negative)
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value, and we set	 = Ip for identifiability.
For polytomous items with scores 1; : : : ;K , let Pk = ezk/(1+ ezk) represent the boundary probability of
receiving at least score k. Let P1 = 1, PK+1 = 0, andQk = 1  Pk. Then, the probability of receiving score
exactly k is
P (X = kjz) = Pk   Pk+1 (D.6)
If zk = a bk, this is the Graded Response model. Here, we will use the same path definition for the exponent
as above, allowing the location parameter bk to vary according to score level.
D.2 Dichotomous Partial Derivatives
The first partial derivatives of the item response model (without the pseudo-guessing parameter) with respect
to  are:
@P
@
=
@
@
ez
1 + ez
=
 ezez
(1 + ez)2
@z
@
+
ez
1 + ez
@z
@
=
ez
(1 + ez)2
@z
@
= PQ
@z
@
(D.7)
@Q
@
=  @P
@
=  PQ@z
@
(D.8)
@
@
logP xQ1 x = @
@
[x logP + (1  x) logQ]
=
x
P
@P
@
+
1  x
Q
@Q
@
= xQ
@z
@
  (1  x)P @z
@
= (x  P )@z
@
(D.9)
The first partial derivatives with respect to c and  of the item response model with pseudo-guessing parameter
are:
@P
@c

= 1  P = Q (D.10)
@P
@

= (1  c)@P
@
= (1  c)PQ@z
@
(D.11)
@
@c
logL = @
@c
[x logP  + (1  x) logQ]
=

x
P 
  1  x
Q

@P
@c

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=
x  P 
P Q
Q (D.12)
@
@
logL = x  P

P Q
(1  c)PQ@z
@
=
x  P 
P 
P
@z
@
(D.13)
The second partial derivatives are:
@2
@c @c
logL = @
@c

x
P 
  1  x
Q

Q
=  

x
(P )2
@P
@c

  1  x
(Q)2
@Q
@c

Q
=  

x
(P )2
+
1  x
(Q)2

Q2 (D.14)
@2
@c @
logL = @
@

x
P 
  1  x
Q

Q
=  

x
P 
  1  x
Q

PQ
@z
@
 

x
(P )2
+
1  x
(Q)2

Q
@P 
@
=  

x
P 
  1  x
Q

+

x
(P )2
+
1  x
(Q)2

Q(1  c)

PQ
@z
@
=  

xP 
(P )2
  1  x
Q
+
x(1  P )
(P )2
+
1  x
Q

PQ
@z
@
=   x
(P )2
PQ
@z
@
(D.15)
@2
@1@2
logL = @
@2

xP
P 
  P

@z
@1
=

xP
P 
  P

@2z
@1@2
+

@
@2
xP
P 
  @P
@2

@z
@1
=
h x
P 
  1
i
P
@2z
@1@2
+

xPQP    xP 2Q
(P )2
  PQ

@z
@1
@z
@2
=
h x
P 
  1
i
P
@2z
@1@2
+

x(1  P )P    xP (1  P )
(P )2
 Q

P
@z
@1
@z
@2
=
h x
P 
  1
i
P
@2z
@1@2
+

x(P    P )
(P )2
 Q

P
@z
@1
@z
@2
=
h x
P 
  1
i
P
@2z
@1@2
+

xc
(P )2
  1

PQ
@z
@1
@z
@2
(D.16)
When c = 0, this simplifies to:
@2
@1@2
logL

c=0
= (x  P ) @
2z
@1@2
  PQ @z
@1
@z
@2
(D.17)
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D.3 Polytomous Partial Derivatives
The first partial derivatives are:
@
@
logP (X = xjz) = @
@
logP x =
1
P x
@
@
[Px   Px+1]
=
1
P x

PxQx
@zx
@
  Px+1Qx+1@zx+1
@

(D.18)
The second partial derivatives are:
@2
@1@2
logP (X = xjz) = @
@2
1
P x

PxQx
@zx
@1
  Px+1Qx+1@zx+1
@1

=
1
P x
@
@2

PxQx
@zx
@1
  Px+1Qx+1@zx+1
@1

+
@(P x ) 1
@2

PxQx
@zx
@1
  Px+1Qx+1@zx+1
@1

=
1
P x

PxQx
@2zx
@1@2
  Px+1Qx+1 @
2zx+1
@1@2
+
PxQx(Qx   Px)@zx
@1
@zx
@2
 
Px+1Qx+1(Qx+1   Px+1)@zx+1
@1
@zx+1
@2

 
1
(P x )2

PxQx
@zx
@1
  Px+1Qx+1@zx+1
@1


PxQx
@zx
@2
  Px+1Qx+1@zx
@2

(D.19)
D.4 Exponent Partial Derivatives
The first partial derivatives are:
@z
@b
=  1 (D.20)
@z
@
= (Ip  A) 1 (D.21)
@z
@
=

0(Ip  A) 1
0
= (Ip  A0) 1 (D.22)
@z
@A
=

Ip 
 0(Ip  A) 1

Upp

Ip 
 (Ip  A) 1

= (Ip  A0) 1

(Ip  A) 1
0 (D.23)
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Many of the second partial derivatives vanish:*
@2z
@b2
=
@2z
@2
=
@2z
@2
=
@2z
@b@
=
@2z
@b@
=
@2z
@b@A
= 0 (D.24)
The mixed second partial derivative with respect to  and  is simply:
@2z
@@0
= (Ip  A) 1 (D.25)
The second partial derivatives involvingA are:
@2z
@A@0
= (Ip  A0) 1

Ip 


(Ip  A) 1
0 (D.26)
@2z
@A@
=

Ip 
 (Ip  A0) 1

(Ip  A0) 1 (D.27)
@2z
@A@A
=

Ip 
 (Ip  A0) 1

Upp

Ip 
 (Ip  A0) 10(Ip  A0) 1

+

Ip 
 (Ip  A0) 10(Ip  A0) 1

Upp

Ip 
 (Ip  A0) 1

(D.28)
LetR = (Ip  A) 1, s = R, t = R0, andW = ts0. Then, the second partial derivatives can be computed
as:
@2z
@aij @k
= rkisj (D.29)
@2z
@aij @k
= rjkti (D.30)
@2z
@aij @akl
= rliwkj + rjkwil (D.31)
D.5 Supporting Identities
D.5.1 Basic Definitions
Here, we follow the notation of Brewer (1978). For the derivative of p  q matrix A by scalar b, the resulting
p q matrix has elements:
@A
@b
=

@aij
@b

ij
(D.32)
*Strictly speaking, in the notation of Brewer (1978), these results are not equal, since they are vectors and matrices of different
sizes; however, all of the elements of the respective results are 0.
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Then, the matrix derivative @A/@B is taken to be a partitioned matrix:
@A
@B
=
266664
@A/@b11 @A/@b12 : : :
@A/@b21 @A/@b22 : : :
...
... . . .
377775 (D.33)
Define the vector transformation operator to concatenate the columns of a matrix:
vecA =
26666666666666666666664
a11
a21
a31
...
a12
a22
a32
...
37777777777777777777775
(D.34)
For second partial derivatives, take:
@2A
@B@C
=
@
@C

@A
@B

(D.35)
The Kronecker product of p q matrixA andm nmatrixB is the pm qn partitioned matrix:
A
B =
266666664
a11B a12B : : : a1qB
a21B
. . . ...
...
ap1B : : : apqB
377777775
(D.36)
D.5.2 Special Matrices
Let Epqij be the p  q elementary matrix with 1 in element ij and 0 everywhere else. Define the pq  pq
permutation matrix Upq :
Upq =
pX
i
qX
j
Epqij 
 Eqpji (D.37)
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Define the related p2  qq matrix Upq :
Upq =
pX
i
qX
j
Epqij 
 Epqij (D.38)
D.5.3 Kronecker Product Identities
A
 (B + C) = (A
B) + (A
 C) (D.39)
(A+B)
 C = (A
 C) + (B 
 C) (D.40)
(A
B)(C 
D) = AC 
BD (D.41)
(A
B) 1 = A 1 
B 1 (D.42)
(A
B)0 = A0 
B0 (D.43)
For q-dimensional vectors x and y,
 
Iq 
 x0

Uqq (Iq 
 y) =
qqX
ij

Eqqij 
 x0Eqqij y

=
qqX
ij

Eqqij 
 xiyj

= xy0 (D.44)
D.5.4 Matrix Derivatives
For vector x of length q,
@x0
@x
=
@x
@x0
= Iq (D.45)
@Ax
@x
= vecA (D.46)
According to Brewer (1978) equation T5.1, the derivative of a matrix with respect to itself is:
@A
@A
= Upq (D.47)
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Brewer (1978) equation T4.3 gives the matrix product rule:
@BC
@A
=
@B
@A
(Iq 
 C) + (Ip 
B)@C
@A
(D.48)
Thus, ifB and C are independent ofA, we have:
@BXC
@A
= (Ip 
B)@X
@A
(Iq 
 C) (D.49)
Brewer (1978) equation T5.5 shows that for square matrixM ,
@M
@A
 1
=    Ip 
M 1 @M
@A
 
Iq 
M 1

(D.50)
Thus, ifB and C are independent ofA, we have:
@BM 1C
@A
=  (Ip 
B)
 
Ip 
M 1
 @M
@A
 
Iq 
M 1

(Iq 
 C)
=    Ip 
BM 1 @M
@A
 
Iq 
M 1C

(D.51)
Moreover, ifB is independent ofA, we have:
@M 1BM 1
@A
=
@M 1
@A
(Iq 
BM 1) + (Ip 
M 1B)@M
 1
@A
=  (Ip 
M 1)@M
@A
(Iq 
M 1BM 1)
  (Ip 
M 1BM 1)@M
@A
(Iq 
M 1) (D.52)
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